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To be in line with the concept of corporate social responsibility, Pegatron
Group strives to create a first-class company as a corporate citizen. We issue
our corporate sustainability report every year. The report includes corporate
governance, social, economic and environmental performance. In 2015, the
seventh corporate sustainability report, was renamed to corporate social
responsibility report according to the requirement of Taiwan Stock Exchange
Corporation, and continue to disclose our effort on sustainability issues and
performance in 2014. The previous version of it was released in June, 2014.
Our corporate social responsibility report will be issued every year and
published on Pegatron Group’s website for stakeholders’ reference.
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The corporate social responsibility report is written by CSR Implementation
Committee members following the principles and framework established
by Global Reporting Initiative's Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (GRI, G4).
The period of this report is from January 1, 2014 to December 31, 2014.
Furthermore, Pegatron Group referred in this report is composed by
Pegatron Corporation and its Core Bussiness, includes Headquarter(HQ)
and Taoyuan Manufacturing Site in Taiwan, Central China, East China and
West China Operation Center in China , Mexico and Czech Manufacturing
Sites. In order to adopt IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standards)
Consolidated Financial Statements in Taiwan, only the financial performance
includes subsidiaries, but the service centers and subsidiaries are excluded
from the scope of this report.
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This Report was prepared in accordance with the Sustainable Reporting
Guidelines Version G4 (GRI G4) published by the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI). The content of this report is verified by an independent third party,
Bureau Veritas Certification (Taiwan) Co., Ltd. ,based on the AA1000 AS(2008)
for a type 1, moderate level of assurance and comply with GRI G4 level
requirements of core option. The BV- Cert assurance statement is attached
to the appendix of this report.

If you have any query or comment about this corporate social responsibility report,
Please feel free to contact us:
PEGATRON Corporation Corporate Quality Policy Center

Mandy Hsu
E-mail: Mandy2_Hsu@pegatroncorp.com
Address: No. 76, Ligong St,. Beitou, Taipei 112, Taiwan
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Steady Growth and Diversified Innovation
In 2014, Pegatron remained at the forefront of the industry amid a challenging
business environment by implementing diversification strategies. Our revenue
exceeded one trillion New Taiwan Dollars and reached its historical high since
listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange. We continue to apply our core competence
on different fields by offering innovative business models and create value-added
services to our customers. Pegatron endeavors to demonstrate its commitment
in sustainable development supported by effective use of resources.

In year 2014, we continued to publish Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) report and update our
progress and actions on sustainability in various fields. The content and structure of our 2014 CSR report
also have been verified by a professional third party. Our Corporate Social Responsibility report
demonstrates our determination in pursuing and achieving our social responsibility. The report is also a
communication platform to allow stakeholders understanding our progress in the fields of society,
environment and occupational health & safety, as well as to meet our goals and commitment.
Looking forward to 2015, Pegatron will pursue continuous business growth by enhancing our core
competence strengthening our capabilities and fulfilling our duties as a responsible corporate citizen.

Sustainable development and continuous improvement are our goal and
direction. Pegatron strives to become one of the leading companies in the
field of corporate citizenship. As a socially responsible corporation, Pegatron
respects every employee’s value and established multiple communications
channels to ensure that each employee’s voice is heard and issues taken
care of. We also encourage our employees to do their best to realize their
own potentials and to reach their goals.
Accomplishing with the enhancement of labor rights, international human
rights and business ethics, Pegatron not only abides by relevant labor
legislations, but also respects the basic principle and international practice of
human rights. Meanwhile, we have also established our corporate social
responsibility policy and procedures to align our daily operations with the
fundamental labor rights of our employees. Furthermore, we continuously
follow environmental protection and community engagement issues by
participating in various sustainable activities, and being accountable as a
sustainable corporation. To pursuit economic development as well as
environmental sustainability, we have also setup targets for energy saving and
carbon reduction as one of our focus points to reach our vision of becoming
a green enterprise.
President and CEO Jason Cheng
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About Pegatron Group
Founded in January 2008, Pegatron Group is a worldwide leader providing
DMS (Design, Manufacturing and Service) services. Pegatron Group offers
a wild range of electronics products in computing, communications and
consumer electronics segments, including Notebook, DeskTop PC, Tablets,
Mobile Internet Devices (MID), Motherboards, VGA Cards, Cable Modem,
Set-Top Box, Smartphones, Game Consoles, MP3s, E-Readers etc. The
Company also engages in development, design and manufacturing of
peripherals and components of the above-mentioned products. In addition
to the well diversified product portfolio, the Company also places great
emphasis on development of both software and hardware technologies
to provide customers with total solutions and high value-added services.

Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Apart from cultivating existing 3C product lines, Pegatron is also actively
searching for opportunities to expand into new areas, including art, optical
and living quality goods. Pegatron Group will provide all professional
services to be a one stop shop for total solutions; while the clients can
put more focus on the area of product branding and distributing.

Financial Performance
The consolidated revenue of Pegatron reached NT$1,019.7 billion in 2014, increased by 7.4% from 2013,
mainly contributed by the growth of mobile devices. In 2015, Pegatron Group received tax benefit of TWD
NT$233 million as an encouragement for further investment according to regulations. For more detailed
operating performance and financial information , please refer to the Company’s 2014 Annual Report.
http://cht.pegatroncorp.com/investorRelations/annualReport.php

The brief consolidated income statement of Pegatron and
its subsidiaries for the year ended 2014 and 2013 are as following.
2014

2013

Operating revenue

1,019,739

949,752

Cost of Sales

960,283

904,235

Gross profit

59,455

45,517

Operating Expenses

31,135

29,940

Operating Income

28,321

15,577

Non-operating income & expenses

2,058

3,453

Profit before tax

26,262

19,030

Tax Expense

7,334

4,783

Profit

18,928

14,247

Income after Income Tax

6,256

3,917

Comprehensive Income

25,184

18,164

Profit, attributable to owners of parent

14,658

9,554

Comprehensive income, attributable to
owners of parent

19,604

12,904
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Major investments of Pegatron Group can be mainly divided in the following three categories:

Investment Strategy

別

Corporate governance
Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership

In the area of high technology industry around the world, Taiwan is
placed in a significant position. Many famous brands rely on innovation
and flexible researching skills of Taiwan’s technology industry. Responding
to lower and lower gross margin of OEM, original equipment manufacturing
enterprises, the Group actively thinking about how to overcome this
challenge, and move towards a new model called DMS, Design,
Manufacturing and Service.
Our manufacturing facilities and service centers have been strategically
established all over the world to provide the most efficient service to
our customers. We set up these operation centers based on the strengths
of the individual locations to provide the fast and customized processes
and solutions to our customers.

(1)DMS core business: Central China operation center (Maintek Suzhou); East China operation center
(Protek Shanghai and Pegaglobe Kunshan ); West China operation center (Digitek Chongqing),
Pegatron Mexico and Pegatron Czech;
(2)Vertical Integration: Casetek (Suzhou); Kaedar Electronics (Kunshan); Casetek Holdings Ltd.(Cayman);
(3)Strategic Investment: Ability; Kinsus/Piotek; Asrock; Azurewave ; Lumens and E-Packing.

【The illustration of above mentioned categories】

Participation & Commitment

AzureWave

Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Camera Module

IC Substrate, PCB

Sustainable Environment

Suzhou, China

Chongqing, China

Kunshan, China

Juarez, Mexico

Taipei, Taiwan
Shanghai, China

Benefit
Social Benefit
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Pegatron
Mexico

Pegatron
Czeth

ASRock
PC MB

Optoelectronics
DSC

E-Packing

Sao Paulo, Brazil

Packing Design

Core Bussiness
Manufacturing Site

Lumens
Ability

Taoyuan, Taiwan

Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others

Light Metal, Anodizing

CaseTek / Kaedar

Headquarters

Labor Right Promotion
Employee Communication and Care

Digitek

Maintek

Metal, Plastic, Tooling

Joyful Working
Attacting and Nuturing Talent

Tokyo, Japan

Indiana, US

Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Casetek / Riteng / AVY

Ostrava, Czech

Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management

Kinsus/ Piotek

Protek

Sustainable Supply Chain

Service Center

Design Center

Vertical Integration

Strategic Investment
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Maintek Computer (Suzhou) Co., Ltd manufactures Notebook, Desktop,
Motherboard, Consumer Electronics, Networking and LCD TV, while
Protek (Shanghai) Limited mainly manufactures Consumer Electronics
and handheld device. Besides, Digitek Computer (Chongqing) Co., Ltd
mainly manufactures Notebook. As a result of the free trade zone in
North America and tax regulations by European Union and in order to
enhance customer service, Pegatron Mexico, S.A. DE C.V and Pegatron
Czech s.r.o. (“PCZ”) were established as the major manufacturing sites
in America and Europe respectively.
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( 2 ) Deployment of Vertical Integration
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Mechanical
component

Company name

Remark

Casetek computer
(Suzhou) co., ltd.

In additional to mental stamping for
desktop PC, casetek has gradually
developed technology in plastic
injection and has become the main
manufacturing site of mechanical
components in the group.

Kaedar electronics
(Kunshan) co.,ltd.
Indeed electronics
(Shanghai) co., ltd.
Avy precision electroplating
(Suzhou) co., ltd.Core-tek
(Shanghai) limited
Hong Hua technology
(Suzhou) co., ltd
Ghing Hong precise mold
industry (Suzhou) co., ltd
Dongbu zsc

Established via joint venture

Casetek Holdings Ltd.
(Cayman)

A light metal manufacturing
company; we merged it through
acquisitions.
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( 3 ) Deployment Strategic Investment
Company name

Remark

Ability enterprise co., ltd.

Given ability’s excellent R&D and sales capabilities, the strategic alliance was therefore
established in order to develop optic related consumer products.

Asrock incorporation

Manufacturing and sales of a leading brand in low to mid end motherboard and industry computer.

Kinsus interconnect
technology corporation/
Piotek holding limited

Manufacturing and sales of BGA, IC substrate and PCB.

Azurewave technologies Inc.

Major products including Wi-Fi module, camera module, TV card and LED products.

Lumens digital optics Inc.

Major products including special purpose projectors and light engines for large screen monitors.

E-Packing Holding Limited

Package solution provider, main products are used for 3C products’ package.
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Thor

iF Product Design Award

Corporate governance

Thor is an 18.4 inch wireless touch display which is accompanied by a hard drive sized
wireless dongle. While comparing Thor to other hardware devices, it shows most
resemblance with AIO computers; however, Thor does not have a processing system.
Thor communicates with any computers which run on Windows 8 through its wireless
dongle; the processing is done on the host computer while the result is shown on Thor.

Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Flux Intelligence

iF Communication Design Award

Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment

The word IoT is a concept which states eventually we would be able to connect
anytime, at any location, with any object; which in terms means we would be able to
sync to pretty much everything in our surroundings. For this project, we decide to
toggle the topic of what could be in a future vehicle. We believe, with the trend of
current technology, it is not hard to foresee a few implementations; a futuristic vehicle
would be able to provide personalized information through syncing with our cell phone,
it would have an integrated control platform which can be controlled by simple hand
gestures to provide GPS, LBS and MPS.
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Terraria

Golden Pin Design Award

The 13.3 inch Terraria is only 12.6mm thick and 1.2kg in weight. The computer is mainly
built with aluminum alloy combined with unidirectional carbon fiber; this grants the
device with a durable and graceful metal appearance while significantly reducing the
total weight of the machine. The lid surface is where high amount of detail is illustrated;
the surface texture is created by using the CNC method to generate a smooth yet
remarkable milling mark, these milling marks are only seen on the highest quality of
luxurious sound systems.
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Beethoven is an 11.6-inch convertible PC. It can be used in various modes to
accommodate the evolution of operating systems and user behavior.
The default tablet mode provides instant access. However, Beethoven can easily be
converted into laptop mode for input oriented tasks or stand mode for content browsing.

Golden Pin Design Award

23.6-inch portable AIO (All-in-one system). New platform: Intel Broadwell-U.
Features an Anti-Glare PMMA Touch Panel. The stand can easily be used with one hand.

Golden Pin Design Award

Bach was designed tailored to Windows 8’s diverse user environments; it is a
convert-portable PC system that can be effortlessly carried everywhere to suit
different types of user’s needs. The convertible PC is often switched between different
modes; therefore, wear and tear becomes an important issue. In order to extend the
durability of the product, a U shaped structure connector is designed for supporting
the pivots and trestles; this greatly reduces the chances of the connectors becoming
lose or stuck during the transitions. The keyboard uses magnetic property to latch on to
bottom of the surface, and it can be easily retrieved by pushing the keyboard
downwards out of the magnetic locking area.
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Terraria

Management

management

To respect stakeholders such as customers, employees, investors, suppliers,
local communities and authorities has positive contribution toward
Pegatron Group’s development
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Due to the short life cycle of electronic products, and the high demand of
innovative techniques, we must respond to different and various requirements
from the market, and need to face the multiple challenges of customer
fulfillment and cost reduction. In the rapid changing electronic products market,
the expectations from different stakeholders are getting more critical to a
Pegatron Group. In order to fulfill the promise of corporate social responsibility,
all kinds of risks are evaluated and tried to identify opportunities for improvement.
All major issues that stakeholders concerned are our focuses and we will find
the best solutions to comply with the requirements of sustainability.

Stakeholder Engagement and
identification of key Issues
Risk Management
Corporate governance

Stakeholder Engagement and identification of key Issues

Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction
Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management
Sustainable Design

Pegatron Group’s corporate social responsibility is planned, operated and
implemented by PureCSR committee. The committee members are consisted
of relevant departments, including Corporate Quality Policy, Legal & IPR, HR &
ADM, Finance, Customer Service, Procurement, Global Logistics Management,
MIS, Audit Office, Investor Relations, the representatives of business units and
CSR representatives of sites. All members identify each field’s stakeholders
according to their jobs and respond to any concern in daily operations. Any
inter-departmental issues are discussed in PureCSR Committee Meetings to
reach consensus among related departments.

Employee Communication and Care

HR&ADM
CSR

Occupational Health & Safety

Working Team

Well-being and Benefit Others

(CQPC)

Management

MIS/ GLMC

Representative

Legal/ Audit
Finance/
Investor Relationship

Benefit
Social Benefit
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Business units

Procurement

【Participation rates of stakeholders】

Competitor 3%
NGO 2%
Employee 16%
Media 24%
Customer 43%

Investor 1%

Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent

Stakeholder means groups or individuals who impact or influence on Pegatron Group. Based on the
definition, 9 major stakeholders are identified according to the degree of influences, including employees,
customers, investors, government agencies, suppliers, media, NGO, competitors and communities.
We communicate with stakeholders through various communication channels and understand the
stakeholders ' needs and demands to establish a good relationship with them.

Government 4%
CEO

Joyful Working

Stakeholder Identification and Communication

Supplier 7%

【CSR Organization Chart】

Environmental Protection

Pegatron Group expects to express Pegatron Group‘s performance of corporate social responsibility
through publishing CSR report, and takes it as a communication platform with stakeholders. We
understand the demands of different stakeholders by using a good two-way communication path. At the
same time, the corporate social responsibility report is taken as a strategy of sustainable management
to ensure integration of management system.

Manufacturing

Service
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All issues stakeholders concerned and communication channels are listed in the following table.
Stakeholder Groups

About Materials Management
Financial Performance
Investment Strategy

●

Customers

●

●

Award List

Communication Channel

Stakeholder Concerns Issue

●

Wage Level and Local Hiring
Management System to Avoid Forced Labor
Regulatory Compliance in Environment
Regulatory Compliance in Labor Condition

●

●

●

●

Management
Stakeholder Engagement and
identification of key Issues
Risk Management

●

●

Employees

●

Regulatory Compliance in Labor Condition
Wage Level and Local Hiring
Wage, Benefit and Performance Review

●

●

●

Employees Protection
Degree of Implementation for Occupational Health and Safety
Identification and Training on Anti-Corruption
Supplier Management in Prevent Child Labor and
Manage Young Worker
Operational and Financial Performance
Identification and Training on Anti-Corruption
CSR Communication in Labor Conditions

●

●

Environmental Protection
Regulatory Compliance in CSR

●

●

●

●

●

Employment and Retention
Management Systems to Avoid
Forced Labor

●

●

●

Corporate governance

Supply Chain Conference
Customer Audits
Regular /
Temporary Meeting

Regular Meeting
Internal Website
Internal Publications /
Announcements

●

●

●

●

●

Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership

●

Investors

●

●

Incidents of Non-compliance with Regulations
Operational and Financial Performance
Employment and Retention

●

●

●

Operations with Negative Impacts on Local Communities
Overall Environmental Performance and Investment
Concerning Health and Safety Impacts of Product's Life Cycle

●

Regulatory Compliance in Labor
Condition CSR Communication

●

●

●

Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Suppliers

●

●

Operational and Financial Performance
Supplier Management in Labor Condition

Sustainable Supply Chain

●

●

●

Supplier Management in Environment
Environmental Impact Assessment and Control of Products
Use of Recycled Packing Materials

●

●

Raw Material Purchase
Local Purchase Percentage

●

●

Monthly Business Report
Quarterly Investor
Conference
Annual Report
Training for Supply Chain
Supply Chain Audit

●

●

●

●

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management

Communities

●

●

Environmental Protection
Regulatory Compliance in Environment

●

●

Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working
Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent

Competitors

●

●

Government

●

●

Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Media

●

●

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
Social Benefit
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NGO

●

●

Operational and Financial Performance
Overall Environmental Performance and Investment
Wage Level and Local hiring
Management Systems to Avoid Forced Labor
Wage Level and Local Hiring
Management Systems to Avoid Forced Labor
Energy Inventory and Conservation
Regulatory Compliance in Environment

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Operations with Negative Impacts on Local Communities
Incidents of Violations Influencing Rights of Indigenous peoples
and actions taken
Total Number of Customer Complaints regarding Invasion of Privacy
Supplier Management in Environment
Regulatory Compliance in Environment
Regulatory Compliance in Labor Condition
Regulatory Compliance in Labor Condition
Business Ethics and Business Integrity
Operational and Financial Performance
Overall Environmental Performance and Investment

●

●

●

●

●

●

Environmental Impacts of
Transporting Products and Workforce

Supplier Management in Labor Condition
Business Ethics and Business Integrity
Environmental Protection
Regulatory Compliance in CSR
Operational and Financial Performance

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Regulatory Compliance in Labor
Condition
CSR Implementation

●

●

EICC-ON

Suggestion Box
Coffee Talk
Hotline
Labor-Management
Meeting
Annual Shareholders'
Meeting
Market Observation
Post System (MOPS)
Management System
For Supply Chain
External Communication
Mailbox

External Communication
Mailbox

Conference

Public Hearing on Policy
Questionnaire and interview
Press Conference
Press release
Participation of Organizations
Conference

●

●

●

●

Projects and initiatives
Conference
External Communication
Mailbox
External Communication
Mailbox
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Materiality Analysis
In order to hear all kinds of voices from different stakeholders, we not only
collected suggestions from the personnel who may directly contact
stakeholders in daily operations, but also set up the suggestion box in the
public website. Through the indirect and direct channels, we can investigate
and analyze the concerns of different stakeholders and present their
concerned issues.
To have an effective communication with stakeholders, we need to identify
the subject that stakeholders are interested by a systematic approach.
Therefore, PureCSR Committee conducted materiality analysis to identify
the major issues stakeholders are interested in. These major issues are also
being the main content of our CSR report. There are 57 topics included in
the materiality analysis. The process is described as follows.
1.

Define and identify the major stakeholders.

2.

In the questionnaire survey, there are two objects of:
i. The personnel who directly contacted the stakeholders.
ii. The personnel who directly responded the questionnaire with the employee’s
point of view.

Sustainable Environment
GHG Management
Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

3. Analyze the customer inquiries in 2014 and count the number of issues claimed
by customers.
4.

Analyze the media reports related to Pegatron Group in 2014 and count the number of
issues released by media.

5.

After integrating the number of issues and considered the influences of stakeholders,
the top 20 % of important issues are the major issues in 2014 CSR report.

Joyful Working
Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent
Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
Social Benefit
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Operational and Financial Performance
Management systems to avoid forced labor
CSR commumication(Labor Conditions)
Regulatory compliance in Labor condition
Wage,Benefit and Performance Review
Wage Level and Local hiring
Employment and Retention
CSR communication(Environment)
Operations with negative impacts on local communities
Regulatory compliance in Environment

Sustainable Supply Chain
Low Carbon & Energy

Based on the result of materiality analysis, 12 major issues in 2014 CSR Report are identified as the
following table. In addition to the response and disclosure in this report, Pegatron Group also focus on
the major issues to communicate with stakeholders and toward to continuous improvement. We take
the concept of PDCA guidelines and periodically assess the effectiveness of our management.

Employee Training and Development
Non-compliance with regulations for health and safety
Labor Practices and decent work

Economic

Environmental

Human rights

Product responsibility

Society
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Identified Material Aspects and Boundaries
After identified 12 major issues that stakeholder concerned, we defined the scope covered by related considerations to ensure the information transparency and the applied boundaries.
The boundaries of 12 major issues are defined in the following table.

Financial Performance
Investment Strategy

Category

Issues

GRI

Internal Organization

External Organization

Award List

HQ

Management
Stakeholder Engagement and
identification of key Issues
Risk Management
Corporate governance

Site

Subsidiary

Regulatory Compliance in Environment

G4-EN29

△

CSR Communication in Environment

G4-EN34

△

Operational and Financial Performance

G4-EC1

△

Wage Level and Local Hiring

G4-EC6

△

Human rights Management Systems to Avoid Forced Labor

G4-HR6

△

Operations with Negative Impacts on Local Communities

G4-SO2

△

Employment and Retention

G4-LA1

△

Wage, Benefit and Performance Review

G4-LA2
G4-LA11

△

G4-LA9

△

G4-LA16

△

-

△

G4-PR2

△

Environmental

Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Economic

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction
Sustainable Supply Chain

Society

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management
Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Labor Practices
decent work Employee Training and Development

Joyful Working
CSR Communication in Labor Conditions

Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent

Regulatory Compliance in Labor Condition

Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
Social Benefit

Index
Statement

Product
responsibility

Incidents of Non-compliance with Regulations Concerning
Health and Safety Impacts of Product's Life Cycle

Items disclosed within this report

Items for future disclosure

△ Not included in this report

Customers

Suppliers

Community
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Risk Management

Risk Category

Descriptions
3. Liquidity risk：The capital and working funds of the Company are sufficient to meet its entire contractual
obligations; therefore, no liquidity risk exists.

In order to achieve the target of sustainable development and efficiently
reduce the risk of business continuity, we have identified and controlled
several kinds of risk during corporate operation. For being towards
sustainability, risk management is not only taken into our daily operations,
but also regarded as one of the determinant factors in corporate governance.

【The risks are defined in the following table】
Risk Category

I. Finance

4. Cash flow and interest rate risk：The Company’s interest rate risk arises from short-term and long-term loans
bearing floating interest rates. Future cash flow will be affected by a change in market interest rate.

II. Property

Descriptions

1. Market risk
The Company’s purchases and sales are denominated
mainly in US dollars, and in consequence, it is exposed
to the current and future foreign currency risk that arises
from cash flows of foreign currency assets and liabilities.
However, the risks may be regarded as insignificant,
because foreign currency losses from sales are subsequently
offset by the foreign currency gain from purchases.

2. The company – Pegatron, apply STP (Stock throughput) insurance includes standard and excess insurance
for all goods. The STP insurance covers 110% of invoice value of goods in transit and arranges the risk
prevention course on yearly basis (Cargo transportation risk prevention advices and training courses).

III. Hazardous
Substance

Pegatron Group builts Materials Management e platform and many relevant internal procedures to control
materials. Besides, we not only perform periodical external audit, but also define the rules for parts and
materials to eliminate the risks. In addition, we formulated several technical standards and certification
procedures for the forbiddance of hazardous substance according to international standards and
customers’ requirement, and requested our suppliers to comply with the applicable requirement.

IV. Customers /
Legal
Requirements
Compliance

In order to meet the requirements from customers and to make sure all stages of operation, production
and service, we have a procedure for external document management, including identification, check
and control. For the international and local regulations, we have qualified personnel to check the
compliance of all relevant requirements, and to modify the internal procedures and conduct the
operational control measures.

V. Raw Materials /
Manufacturing
Safety

Pegatron Group maintains more than two qualified raw material suppliers to ensure supply flexibility and
pricing advantages so as to achieve cost reduction. For production security, however, certain manufacturing
processes are still required to be conducted manually. In response to this issue, we invest in automation
equipment to reduce the reliance on labor and improve product quality. Besides, through allocate labors
across manufacturing sites appropriately, we minimize the impact of labor shortage.

2. Credit risk
The primary potential credit risk is from financial instruments
include cash, equity securities, and accounts receivable. The
Company deposits cash in different financial institutions. The
Company manages credit risk exposure related to each financial
institution and believes that there is no significant concentration
of credit risk on cash and equity securities. The Company only
transacted with the approved third parties with good financial
conditions and reputation. For those customers with poor financial
situation, the Company would transfer the risk through acquiring
guarantees or transacting by L/C. Therefore, the Company believes
that there is no significant credit risk. In compliance with the
Company’s customer credibility evaluation policies, the Company
evaluates the customer’s credibility and collectability of notes and
account receivables regularly before doing business. Thus, there is
no significant issue on doubtful accounts.The major customers of
the Company are mainly from the high-tech computer industry.
As the customers of the Company have good credits and profit
records, the Company evaluates the financial conditions of
these customers continually to reduce credit risk from accounts
receivable. Moreover, the Company also periodically evaluates
the Company’s financial positions and the possibility of collecting
trade receivables. Thus, there is no significant credit risk.

1. Our company has obtained Property Insurance and Public Liability Insurance for our own and rental offices
as well as factory buildings. The insurance coverage includes structures, business repairs, equipment,
business appliances, miscellaneous equipment etc. In addition, the loss preventions are conducted and
arranged every year (such as infrared detection and plan check).

VI. Information
Security

The definition of information security of Pegatron Group is to prevent the information related assets suffer
variety of security threats, and make sure that our business can operate continuously so that the losses can
be eliminated or minimized as far as we could. We strengthen the actual construction and building,
techniques and training for the relevant personnel to reduce the risk of information security efficiently.
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Descriptions
Headquarters (HQ) located in Taiwan mainly operates activities in
R & D, customer service and administrative support, there is no
significant potential or actual negative impacts on local
communities. The facilities located worldwide build complied
with local regulations and implement the environmental impact
assessmentto meet local requirements. In addition, we focus on
surroundingenvironment including transportation and green area
coverage. For the noise or polluting emissions from our
manufacturing processes, we regularly conducted environmental
sampling to avoid direct and indirect impacts on the local
community environment, and also continued to develop
environmental protection. We do not have operational activities
that may cause actual and potential negative impacts on the local
community. In addition, we committed to reduce the indirect
impacts contributed by excessive energy consumption to avoid a
direct impact on the local community environment in the future.
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Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection
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Labor Right Promotion
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VIII. Climate
Change Risk
Management

To respond the Greenhouse Gas Reduction and Management Act,
we will continue to follow the progress of regulation. Meanwhile,
we further develop our Group targets of carbon reduction and
energy saving. The energy saving measures implemented by sites to
achieve carbon reduction performance and meet the “Greenhouse
Gas Reduction and Management Act” and requirements for carbon
reduction by sites.

Corporate governance
The key factor of successful company governance, in addition to the involvement of managements and
employees, is the support from stakeholders, as well as transparency of a company’s governing
mechanism and structure. To carry out the corporate governance, Board of Directors approved “
Pegatron's Corporate Governance Best Practice Principles” in 2014 and disclosure it in Stock Exchange
Market Observation Post System and official website.
Board of Directors is elected by voting based on the nominating candidates system. The term of
directors and supervisors had expired in June 2013, so we re-elected nine directors including three
independent directors in 2014.To implement the corporate governance, we set an audit committee to
substitute supervisor. Not only the directors should participate in the board meetings, the independent
directors should also actively provide constructive suggestions after understanding the operational
status of the company.
We set up the “Compensation Committee” constituted by the Board of Directors in 2011 to evaluate
and propose the rewards of directors and managers. Remuneration of the directors and supervisors is
submitted to Board of Directors after suggested by Compensation Committee. The related remuneration
is also disclosed in annual report.
Pegatron Group values the importance of disclosing complete, timely and transparent information.
In addition to the financial information, financial statements, annual reports and critical information
announced on the Stock Exchange Market Observation Post, the relevant information is also available
on Pegatron Group official website (http://www.pegatroncorp.com) as a reference for domestic and
foreign investors. There is a dedicated department responsible for the collection and dissemination of
information, and we set up spokesman and filing the information according to the requirement.
To emphasis on shareholder equity, strengthen the functioning of the Board of Directors and enhance
transparency, Pegatron Group set up Honest_Box@pegatroncorp.com on the designated area of the
corporate website for communication with stakeholders. Designated personnel are assigned to handle
all enquiries and respond to any key issues raised by stakeholders.
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Investment & Business Development

Shareholder Services

Internal Audit

Subsidiary Key Technology Propelling Office

Risk Management
Corporate governance

Project Planning Office

Code of Conduct
CEO & President / Jason Cheng, CTO / HT Tung, COO / SJ Liao

Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction
Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management
Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working
Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent

Taiwan
Operation Site

Czech
Operation Site

BG1

BG3

BU5

Finance &
Accounting Center

RD Center Advance Technology

RD Center Common Resources

Shanghai / Kunshan
Operation Site

Mexico
Operation Site

NB BU1

BU1

BU6

Customer
Service Center

RD Center ID & Mechanic

RD Center Notebook

Suzhou
Operation Site

Global Logistics
Management Center

NB BU2

BU2

HR & Admin Center

RD Center Mobile
Communications

Chongqing
Operation Site

Procurement
Center

RD Center Precision
Mechatronics

Automation
Center

BU8

NB BU3

BU9

MIS

NB BU4

BU10

Legal & IPR Center

BU7

BU17

Corporate Quality
Policy Center

Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
Social Benefit
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RD Center Communications &
Visual Products
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Information of Board of Directors and Supervisors are listed in the following table:
Title

Name

Chairman

T.H. Tung

•Master degree in computer and communication engineering,
National Taipei University of Technology
•Honorary PH.D in Engineering, National Taipei University of Technology
•Deputy General Manager of Asustek

•Chairman of Pegatron Corp.
•Chairman of Lumens Digital Optics Inc.
•Chairman of Kinsus Interconnect Technology Corp. •Chairman of Pegavision Corp.
•Director of Asrock Incorporation
•Chairman of Casetek Holdings Limited (CAYMAN)
•Director of Ability Enterprise Co., Ltd.

Director

Ted Hsu

•EMBA , National Chiao Tung University
•Deputy General Manager of Asustek

•Deputy Chairman of Pegatron Corp.
•Chairman of Asrock Incorporation.

•Chairman of AzureWave Technologies, Inc.

•Director and CEO of Pegatron Corp.
•Director of AzureWave Technologies, Inc.

•Director of Alcor Micro Corp.

•Chairman of Advantech Co., Ltd.
•Chairman of Advansus Corporation.

•Chairman of Advantech Investment Fund A Co., Ltd. (Advantech Fund - A)

Investment Strategy
Award List

Management
Stakeholder Engagement and
identification of key Issues
Risk Management

Director

Corporate governance
Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership

Director

K.C. Liu

•Bachelor degree in communication engineering, National Chiao Tung University
•Founder of Advantech Corp

C.I. Chia

•BBA, National Taiwan University
•President, Individual Financial Services

•MBA, University of Wisconsin-Madison •Director of Yangtze Associates
Vice President, Citibank, N.A.Taipei Branch
•Group, Bank SinoPac

•Independent Director of Ardentec Corporation

Director

C.V. Chen

•LL.B., National Taiwan University
•LL.M., University of British Columbia
•LL.M., Harvard Law School
•S.J.D., Harvard Law School

•Vice Chairman & Secretary-general
and Director of Straits Exchange
Foundation (SEF)
•President of The Red Cross Society
of The Republic of China

•Director of Novartis Taiwan

Independent
Director

C.B. Chang

•B.S., Statistics, National Chengchi University •Manager of Far Eastern Textile Ltd.,
•Deputy General Manager of China
•Development Industrial Bank

•Honorary Chairman of Polytronic Technology Corp. •Independent Director of Raydium Semiconductor Corp.
•Independent Director and Managing Director of
•Independent Director of Scientech Corp.
Far Eastern International Bank

Independent
Director

C. Lin

•Master degree in Department of Public Finance, National Chengchi University
•Ph.D. Economics, University of Illinois
•Director General, Bureau of Finance, Taipei City Government
•Minister,Directorate General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, R.O.C.
•Minister of Finance of R.O.C
•Chairman of Vanguard International Semiconductor Corporation

•Adjunct Professor of Economics at National
Taiwan University
•Director of AIG Taiwan Insurance Co., Ltd
•Director of TTY Biopharm

Independent
Director

C.S. Yen

•Provincial Keelung Senior High School •Pacific Asia Travel Association (PATA) •Group President of Landis Hotels and Resorts
•Country Manager of American Express •Young Presidents’ Organization (YPO) •Independent Director of Shinkong Insurance Co., Ltd.
Asia Conference
Inc. Taiwan
•Chairman for Asia Pacific region of The
•General Manager of the Grand Hotel
•Chairman of Taiwan Visitors Association
Leading Hotels of The World

Director

Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management
Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working
Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent
Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
Social Benefit
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Current Function

Jason Cheng •Master degree in electrical engineering, University of Southern California
•Deputy General Manager of Asustek

Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Education and Experience

•Chairman and Managing Partner of Lee and
Li Attorneys-At-Law
•Director of Asia Cement Corporation

•Independent Director of Casetek Holdings
Limited(CAYMAN)
•Independent Director of Inotera Memories, Inc.
•Director of PharmaEngine, Inc.
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【List of Major Shareholder 】
Shareholder's Name

As of 14/09/2014

Shareholding Percentage

Asustek Computing Inc.
(Representative: Jonney Shih)

19.11

T.H.Tung

3.92

Nan Shan Life Insurance Company, Ltd.

3.29

Jonney Shih

2.86

Ted Hsu

2.40

INFINITY GROW INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security

Financial Performance

Pegatron Group is committed to conducting business ethics and sticking to the correct
path of integrity. Anyone should abide by the highest standard of probity.
Any kind of corruption, blackmailing or embezzling public funds is strictly prohibited.
All staffs in their work should abide by the principles as follows:
1.

Everyone in the company should be honest to his or her customers and vendors

2.

4.

It is strictly prohibited for staff to receive or claim directly or indirectly for gifts, favorable dealings or other special
treatments by the abuse of one’s working power.
It is strictly prohibited for staff to use their occupation power to receive or claim directly or indirectly unreasonable
interest or other corrupt practices.
It is strictly prohibited for staff to extort property by the abuse of one’s working power.

1.66

5.

It is strictly prohibited for any unauthorized use of the name of the company other than business related matters.

Morgan Stanley & Co. International Plc

1.57

6.

It is strictly prohibited to embezzle the company’s property for personal interests.

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Taipei Branch
in Custody for Stichting Depositary APG
Emerging Markets Equity Pool

1.55

Participation & Commitment

Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency - Causeway
Capital Management LLC as external fund manager

1.44

Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

GDR – Pegatron Corporation

1.36

Pegatron’s Board of Directors approved “Ethical Corporate Management Policy” and “Codes of Ethical
Conduct”on November, 2014. We established and stipulated the preventive measures of unethical
conduct, penalties and grievance procedure are regulated in the “Business Ethics and Code of Conduct”
and “Business Gifts and Entertainment Policy”. In addition, the “Business Ethics advocacy website is also
set “to strengthen the work ethics and professional abilities of our staff.
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Because of the importance of business ethics and corporate responsibility
is more than before, a sustainable corporation has to earn the reliability
and respect from all kinds of consumers, its partners and the public.
Code of Business Ethics of Pegatron Group can reflect our core value,
and it is the basic disciplines for us. From the management level to
employees, we commit to abide by business ethics and confidentiality.
Not only perform it internally, but also promote it to our supply chain.
Prior to any business engagement, the Company checks the partner’s
legality and its records of ethical conduct. All vendors are required to sign
a “Statement of Integrity” which stipulated the contractual liability for
violation of ethical conduct, to build a good business environment together.

3.

In order to progress towards sustainability, Pegatron Group not only implements the relevant actions
internally but also is one of “Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC)” to comply with the “Electronic
Industry Code of Conduct”. We also formulated “Business Ethics Code of Conduct” as an internal
management procedure to request all employees to obey.
Pegatron Group established an accounting system and internal control system to evaluate business
activities for the operational scope which are possibly at a higher risk of being involved in an unethical
conduct. Our Audit Office plans its annual audit scope based on the assessment of risks and reports to
the Board of Directors. Besides, for significant financial, operational and management major issues,
Pegatron Group also set a grievance mailbox and our Audit Office will handle these reported cases.
We provide protection to whistleblower and personnel involved in the investigation to avoid any unfair
treatment or retaliation.
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Privacy and Information Security
As an excellent partner in green design, manufacturing and service for
our customers, to protect customers’ privacy and intellectual property is
regarded as very important duty in Pegatron Group. To show our
determination of information protection for the products, assets and
data of customers, the CEO approved the “Confidentiality Policy” in
2010. Under the control of the policy and relevant processes, all
information about the products and data of customers are confidential.
All employees have the responsibility of not disclosing, not collecting
and not using the information for non-business scope. By protecting their
assets and providing a complete information security environment, we
earn customer’s trusts.

Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction
Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy

To effectively protect our customers’ privacy and intellectual property,
Pegatron Group established an enterprise level security information
task force governing the data to reduce the risk level and to serve our
customer needs. Measures taken are described as bellows: Thorough
scrutiny of data, business application, operation system, intranet & extranet
management, physical environment, procedures, policy as well as the
entirely control of creating an account requiring a password, applying
and setting the access authority by applying an ID, limiting login authority,
recording audit records and using multiple certifications.

GHG Management
Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working
Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent
Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
Social Benefit
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For the actual construction and building protection of information assets,
we have controlled the security in all entrances strictly and implemented
the Disaster Recovery System. Also, the structure of High - Availability
System have been implemented to ensure the applicability of information
continuity. We use encryption procedures to protect and control the access
authority, including encryption and private communication protocol to
ensure the confidentiality.

In addition to periodical backup, we have implemented remote backup to ensure the completeness of
data retention. To enhance the awareness of security for all relevant personnel, Pegatron Group not only
announce information security and confidentiality periodically, but also performe relevant customized
trainings for different personnel according to their operations, including standard operating procedures
introduction, lecture courses for crime prevention and the compliance with security policy. Besides,
employees whose operations are related to confidential information need to sign confidentiality
agreement and under the obligation of information security audit.

Public Communication
Since Pegatron Group listed on Taiwan Stock Exchange in June 2010, the Company set up a designated
team including the Corporate Information Department and spokespersons to communicate with investors,
analysts, media, and institutional investors through quarterly IR conferences, one-on-onemeetings,
teleconferences, domestic/overseas non-deal road shows, etc. During the meetings, varioustopics are
discussed including business operation, financial performance, corporate governance, etc. Through
interactive communication with investors, their valuable opinions can be delivered to Pegatron
Group’s management.
In order to enhance the communication between Pegatron Group and investors, the Company set up
an investor relations section on the corporate website to disclose information regarding the Company’s
business operation. The Company also has a designated team to provide services to investors with any
inquiries. The Company hopes to establish multiple communication channels, so that investors can have
a better understanding of Pegatron Group’s business operation.
In addition, Pegatron Group hold investor conferences to announce the results and business outlook on a
quarterly basis. Furthermore, pursuant to local regulations, annual general shareholders’ meetings are
held every year, which allows shareholders to get a better grasp of the Company’s performance in the
past year and business goals in the coming year.

Partnership

partnership

The function of partnership is to act as a connection role in entire value
chain to benefit sustainable social development.
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As a member of EICC, Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition from 2008,
we continuously participate in the annual member meeting every year
and have discussions with other companies in the same field for business
sustainability. Also, we actively respond several corporate responsibility
projects initiated by EICC. In order to fulfill the targets of carbon and natural
resources conservation, we invite our major suppliers to join these projects
and improved their sustainable abilities.
Pegatron Group plays an important role in the electronic products supply
chain, so that the management of supply chain is a key issue to us.
According to the requirements of customers, authorities and international
trend, we have issued internal procedures to monitor the performance of
suppliers, including advocacy, promotion and auditing. Besides, we have
held several educational trainings to introduce the sustainable requirements
to our supply chain.
In addition, we manage our vertical integration affiliates and subsidiaries
through the supply chain management process.

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management

Customer Relationship & Customer Satisfaction

In order to grasp each business opportunity, our sales teams predict customer demand and product
development trend, and quickly communicate with relevant units to realize customer requirements. Also,
we competitively provide high quality products and services to respond customer demands.
Our research and development team began to wholeheartedly serve our customers from the first stage
of product development. After an in-depth understanding of customer needs and expectations for new
products, we begin with the view points of users and combine with the aesthetics and innovation to
develop new products. We completely state and explain to customers from different levels for the
positioning of product, special material and style options, parts , selection, product function,appearance and
packaging, production conditions , and even the challenges that we may face in the manufacturing process
or impacts on the environment. Meanwhile, test flows are also paid attention. We not only pursue the
most advanced testing technologies, but also invest in professional testing equipments. The only purpose is
to design a perfect product of maximizing customer’s interests to in line with market expectations.
Our R & D team has constantly engaged in the development and improvement of green materials, including
management of hazardous substances, research of recyclable and biodegradable materials, and product
reliability analysis. We also research on classification of metals, plastics, coatings,inks and other raw materials,
with the best cost for customer to develop the products that meet the environmental objectives. For the
development of environmental processes, we focus on achieving customers’ specifications and "carbon reducti
on" as the core elements. The short-term goal is to lean the current process and the long-term goal is to
simplify the processes and reduce equipment used when developing the green materials, to develop a new
green production way. Pegaton Group has a very prospective research ability on the ultimate goal to be
non-toxic, pollution-free, environmental friendly, energy saving and carbon reduction to achieve the
responsibility of corporate citizen.

Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working
Labor Right Promotion
Attacting and Nuturing Talent
Employee Communication and Care
Occupational Health & Safety

Well-being and Benefit Others
Benefit
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Customer Relationship
The business strategy of Pegatron Group is to be an expert in design and
manufacturing as well as to improve the service process for global arrangement
to meet customers’ best needs. By providing customers with best service,
they can focus on brand and channel operation and we can earn customer
satisfaction. “Navigate the Future” is Pegatron Group’s philosophy. We
navigate for our customers to obtain business opportunities ahead of the
market with our innovative technology and designing for service. New
integrated service is provided from designing, manufacturing to aftersales service. With a completed service experience, we can quickly and
efficiently fulfill our customers’ expectations.

Industrial Design

QT

Production

Tooling&Try run

Measurement

New
material /
process
research

Mechanical Design
Prototyping
Thermal,Acoustic Design
CAE simulation
Mold Design
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Corporate governance

On the other hand, our manufacturing unit built has specialized production
line for customer different needs through highly modular equipment and
accurate forecasts, to significantly improve our efficiency and productivity.
Under the high quality standard, we strictly control manufacturing cost at
each stage to achieve the best customer satisfaction.
Meanwhile, Pegatron Group has maintained the closest combination for
all aspects of supply chain to ensure the maximization of delivery rate.
Through a highly integrated logistics management, the most advanced
information equipment, and long-term training and management for parts
suppliers, we monitor the entire supply chain by the most effective way.
So that it can completely meet customer’s needs and provide the most
satisfied service and quality.

Code of Conduct
Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction
Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment

Strengthen the
supplier management

Higher Quality

Optimized production
management

Lower Cost

Innovative Processing
Technologies

Faster Delivery

To meet customer
expectations

RMA
Requisition

Receiving

Material
control
system

Pre-test

Circuit
system

Repair

e-Circuit
system

Test

Knowledge
based system

Repair
system

Ship Out

Customized
reporting
system

E Service
Pegatron customer service center develops a full set of total solutions according to each client’s various needs
and requirements. In addition, according to the demands of services required by customers at different stages,
CSC offers competitive pricing and organizes, as well as integrates, the resources of the various departments
in order to fit the needs of customers. In this way, customers can enjoy the most comprehensive
and complete services that maximize their benefits, further achieving the goal of win-win for both parties.

Customized
System

Communication
& cooperation

Repair
Center

Customer

Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management

Project
Planning

Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working
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The product repair departments, with their rich experience in maintenance,
efficient procedures and the most advanced facilities and equipment, are
able to provide customers with after-sales service. With the capacities to
completely repair motherboards to whole systems, the control of eService
information system, and the efficiency of to the repair flow built among
our component suppliers, we provide ourcustomers with the most secure,
trusted, timely and high quality service.

Service Core
Team
Material
Control

Oversea
service

Technique
Support

Coordination

Service
Alliance

HQ

HQ Customer
Service Team

Other
Internal Units
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In order to meet customers’ needs to their global arrangement, our overseas
customer service centers are located around the world. Therefore, we are able
to provide the most immediate and convenient services, as well as offer the
most comprehensive support, to customers around the world with our
well-established service network. Furthermore, we provide our customers
with an integrated and individually customization, immediate and effective
technical support, an experienced repair team, professional supply chain
management, friendly IT systems, worldwide service sites, and the greatest
enthusiasm with superior commitment.

Customer Satisfaction
Pegatron Group holds high expectations and responsibility for our service
quality, but also attaches great importance to the voice of consumers.
Through a customer satisfaction survey or QBR (Quarterly Business Review)
meeting, we can listen closely and directly to customers’ suggestions and
concerns. According to the QBR results and the opportunities for improvement
figured out by customers, we have fixed those issues thorough internal
improvements and professional trainings within the timeframe set to correct
any flaw, and to achieve 100% customer satisfaction.
Besides, we actively investigate customers’ satisfaction by customer surveys
for the aspects of our products, services, quality, delivery, technical support,
business response and hazardous substance free management. We can
understand the overall management and operational performance from
customer point of views to adjust the direction and management with indepth reviewing, and to propose the specific strategy and programs for
improvement.
The scores of our customer satisfaction surveys in 2014 above medium level.
We are not complacent and will keep the spirits of continuous improvement
to implement all projects regarding the corrective actions we are asked to do.

Our priority is to reach the highest satisfaction of customers and business partners. Under operating the
management systems of corporate society responsibility (PureCSR) and quality with hazardous substance
free substances (PureGMS), we continue to improve internal processes and build a good corporate image
outside tomeet customer demands. We even have a target to exceed customer expectations for better
customer service management.
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Sustainable Supply Chain
To promote the implementation of PureCSR management system in the
supply chain so as to ensure the sustainable development, Pegatron Group
has developed internal procedures based on international norms to conduct
the supply chain management. We are a member of EICC and follow its
code of conduct. In addition, we promote EICC standard to our supply chain
to ensure suppliers are responsible for the society and environment. Besides,
due to the highly concerns of human rights, we continuously pay close
attention to conflict minerals and introduce the concept into our supply
chain. More than 1,900 suppliers cooperated with Pegatron Group in 2014,
they came from Taiwan , China, United States , Japan and South Korea.
Since the main production base is in China, 90% of our suppliers are located
in Asia. The supplier type includes manufacturers and authorized agents.
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New suppliers are asked to sign Pegatron Group’s Supplier Code of Conduct
and commit their operations are in accordance with PureCSR policy. Besides,
we also put CSR related contents, including environmental protection and
international human right into supplier self-evaluation checklist. CSR legal
requirements are included in the contract between the Company and
suppliers, such as the compliance of environmental laws, forbidden of
illegal labor force and the avoidance of hiring child labor. From 2015, the
compliance of CSR legal requirements will be added into the necessary
information of new suppliers and all CSR requirements will be added into
the contract.
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We carry out supplier quality management procedure to ensure the
quality of material and to reach the purpose of supplier’s on-time-delivery.
With this standard, it can help suppliers to setup product HSF assurance
system, quality system & process control standardization, so as to improve
supplier product environment quality, delivery quality and process capability.
To ensure that suppliers comply with financial standards, Procurement
Center also regularly reviews the financial reports of supplier and conduct
the financial risk assessment and management for suppliers.

Supplier Audits and Evaluation
To ensure that suppliers implement our supplier management requirements, we regularly hold supplier
conference to advocacy PureGMS & PureCSR policies , hazardous substances free requirements and supplier
management requirements.Pegatron Group held seven supplier conferences in HQ, Central China, South
China and West China which has 725 suppliers attended in 2014. The conference mainly explained the
revised content of green technology standards and related notes of supplier management. Our corporate
social responsibility and conflict minerals management systems were also introduced simultaneously.
Through the Supplier Conferences, we deliver the concept of sustainable development to suppliers and
have a two-way communication with them.
Pegatron Group has implemented annually electronic questionnaires audit for suppliers, as to ensure that
suppliers comply with PureCSR requirements as well as achieve our quality and hazardous substance free
standards. Any Supplier fails in electronic audit will be conducted by on-site audits. In addition, we also
implement on-site audits when suppliers violate regulations or customer requirements. Any supplier
who fails in the on-site audit shall be asked to submit the improvement report within the deadine and
complete the corrective actions and we classify the suppliers and report to our Procurement Center.
Pegatron Group conducted electronic audits for 80 suppliers covered for 80% of total transaction in 2014.
More than 95% suppliers are qualified, only few unqualified suppliers continually followed up for their
corrective actions.
To make sure that each supplier can meet the requirements of our Quality, Cost, Delivery, Service and
Corporate Social Responsibility standards, suppliers should attend Pegatron Group’s QBR regularly.
Suppliers with outstanding performance would be the long-term partners and have chances became our
annual Excellent Suppliers. The suppliers with bad performance will be regarded as unqualified suppliers.
If the violations are significant, the contract will be terminated when necessary.
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Conflict Minerals Management
The mining industry in Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and
adjoining regions is occupied by certain militant groups and may cause
serious social and environmental issues in the region, including armed
conflict, theft, extortion, illegal child labor, women captivity, and so on.
To reduce the violation of human rights, many corporations have disclosed
the sources of metals to avoid using or importing “Conflict Minerals” from
DRC illegally, or smuggled through surrounding countries to prevent above
events from occurring.
As a corporate citizen and one of Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition
(EICC) members, PEGATRON launched conflict minerals investigation
project in 2012. We are due diligence in accordance with Organization for
Economic Co- operation and Development (OECD) Due Diligence Guidance
for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and
High-Risk Areas. We follow Conflict Minerals Reporting Template (CMRT)
founded by EICC to establish PEGATRON Conflict Minerals Survey System
and request our suppliers to disclose the smelters information related to the
products. We respect international human rights and keep concerning this
issue, and invite our suppliers to be due diligence to investigate the materials
of their products to assure the metals sources of Tantalum (Ta), Tin (Sn),
Tungsten (W) and Gold (Au) are not derived from mining in conflict region
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), and to endeavor to fulfill
responsibilities of a corporate citizen. The survey completion rate was 90%
in 2014. In 2015, Pegatron will be stricter in Conflict Minerals Survey, and
ask suppliers to disclose the smelter’s information completely and honestly.

sustainable environment

Sustainable Environment

sustainable
environment

Reductions of 21 percent greenhouse gas emissions and 24 percent
electricity consumption by 2020 from 2009 levels per revenue dollar.
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With the evolution of society, the focus of environmental protection is
not only on the traditional approach of prevention and control.
The worldwide lack of resources and climate change, caused by rapid
industrialization and the vast consumption of resources cannot be ignored
nowadays. As a sustainable corporate, Pegatron Group responsibly faces
the global issues including climate change, environmental protection
and global warming. We have implemented several procedures to minimize
the use of resources and to perform greenhouse gas and energy
conservation management, to decrease the consumption of resources and
greenhouse gases emissions.
To achieve our commitment, Pegatron Group disclosed the
responsibility for environmental protection and greenhouse
gas reduction, in our PureCSR policy:
1.

Abide by all environmental protection, labor, safety and health laws.

2.

Conserve natural resources, and actively prevent pollution.

Participation & Commitment

3.

Reduce environmental impact and safety risks.

Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

4.

Satisfy customer requirements and become an entirely green enterprise.

Sustainable Supply Chain

5.

Enable company-wide promotion of corporate responsibility in a
social environment.

6.

Summon all employees to participate in the program and
continuously improve it.
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As mentioned in our PureCSR policy, we value natural resources,
environmental protection and preventing pollution, so as to eliminate
any impact on the environment. Our greenhouse gas inventory and
verification project are also announced in the PureCSR principles, in
response to carbon reduction requests from our stakeholders.

Low Carbon & Energy
In 2010, we set up a target, called “536 energy reduction project”, to lower the consumption of energy by
promotion of the energy saving projects and energy facilities. In addition, energy saving principle is
introduced into design for new buildings, new purchased facilities and office re-layout, to reduce energy
consumption from the sources. To keep progressing based on the“536 energy reduction project”, we
developed the Corporate Energy Conservation and Carbon Reduction Goals for continuous improvement.
Pegatron Group provides solutions to global warming through eco-friendly design and green manufacturing.
We make great efforts on carbon reduction in product manufacturing, delivery and disposal, and implement
energy saving actions in daily operations. In addition to the direct disclosure of treasuring the natural
resources in our PureCSR policy, a long-term energy conservation and carbon reduction goal are established.
Our targets are reductions of 21 percent on greenhouse gas emissions, and 24 percent electricity
consumption by 2020, from 2009 levels per revenue dollar, to show Pegatron Group’s determination to
achieve carbon reduction.
In addition, Pegatron Group have actively participated in the CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project) since 2009.
We were awarded a score of 78 and performance band C by the CDP in 2014.
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In order to improve awareness of industrial safety and environmental protection, Pegatron Group organized “Environmental Protection Industrial Safety Month" with a series of activities in 2014. In an
entire month, we promoted and established a workplace with focus on environmental protection and industrial safety. The activities took " PEGA green action , saving Let's Go " as the theme ,
including carbon reduction LOGO election, waste recycling activities, health lectures , stairs activities, knowledge challenge and environmental film appreciation. There were a total 17,284 participants
in the carbon reduction activities.

Financial Performance
Office

Factory

Energy saving
improvement for
air conditioning
system and
equipment

•Switch the chiller system to the best operation parameters.
•Turn off the air conditioning system at night.
•Adjust the air conditioners according to demands and condition.
•Recycling of condensed water.
•Reuse the recycled waste heat of compressor to heat water in air
conditioner to reduce the energy consumption.
•Adjust the temperature of air conditioner coolant. to decrease the energy
consumption of cooling machines.
•Use the air-handling unit with frequency conversion and adjust by the
necessity of work areas.

•In order to reduce the electricity use of air conditioners, we lowered the temperature by spraying water in the areas
with steel structures at factories.
•Use fresh air technology to lower the energy consumption in winter.
•Relocate heaters in order to approaching area and maintain warmer temperature inside factory.
•Arrange the air compressor duct system in a circle to ensure the balance of air supply.
•Use new and high efficient oil injected screw air compressor with frequency conversion to prevent over frequent
switching on in low capacity.
•Identify the facilities with higher electricity consumption to find opportunities for saving.
•Monitor overnight forecast temperature to adjust the electric heaters and close water supply inside pump room to
avoid equipment damage from ice forming and cause leakage.

Energy saving
improvement for
lighting.

•Replacement with more efficient lighting facilities.
•Replace traditional light tubes with LED tubes.
•Choose energy saving lighting and remove inefficient bulb types without
impacts on illumination.

•Introduce heat insulation curtains in the production lines exposed to direct sunlight during the summer season.
•Daily checking to measure the consumption of optimized Illumination in particular areas.
•Reduce lighting to adequate levels in the warehouse.

•Release energy saving procedures.
•Daily energy saving management: Turn off the light when leaving, and plug out
when off and periodically audit its compliance.
•Implement the energy saving trainings for employees.
•Provide several training sessions on energy management to increase knowledge
and awareness on energy saving.

•Different time interval control for machine operations and turning off unnecessary ones according to daily productions.
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Others

•Reduce the basic fee of electricity by introducing 110KV Power Sub-station.
•Emphasis on the daily inspection and improve the leakage of SMT production lines.
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GHG Management
In addition to the direct disclosure of treasuring the natural resources in our
PureCSR policy, our commitment to long-term energy conservation and
carbon reduction was disclosed by our chairman, TH Tung. We expect that
we can contribute to global greenhouse gas reduction through our efforts.

As purchased electricity is the main source of greenhouse gas emissions in the Pegatron Group, in addition
to producing products with lower energy consumption, we also have implemented several energy saving
actions in our daily operations (not involved in direct manufacturing), such as power use , illumination
management and air-conditioning to enhance the efficiency of electricity use.
Electricity use analysis in Pegatron Group from 2009 to 2014
3.00
2,500,000

Pegatron Group strives to reach the greenhouse gas reduction target at
design and manufacturing stages, through strengthening energy
conservation and enhancing the efficiency of operations, with the optimized
evaluation of energy consumption and cost.
In order to implement the greenhouse gas management of Pegatron Group,
our headquarters and main manufacturing sites set up the “Greenhouse gas
inventory committee” to execute the inventory management plan and identify
significant emission sources, and to draft the reduction target and plan. To
lower the impacts from business, production, activities and services, and
take the responsibility for our environment. Pegatron Group has conducted “
Greenhouse Gas Inventory Checking” according to the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol and our internal procedure “Management Procedure for Greenhouse
Gases (GHG) Emissions Inventory “. We also obey to ISO 14064-1 standard to
disclose and verify our own GHG emissions.
Greenhouse gas emissions Analysis in Pegatron Group from 2009 to 2014
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【Remark 1: Data from HQ, Czech Manufacturing Site (PCZ) and Mexico Manufacturing
Site (PMX) in the report are not verified. Please refer to the verification statement
for actual data.】
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【Remark 1: Data from HQ, Czech Manufacturing Site (PCZ) and Mexico Manufacturing Site (PMX) in the report are
not verified.】

In order to achieve Pegatron Group’s goal of long-term energy conservation and carbon reduction , many
reduction targets and objectives were performed by the main manufacturing sites. We put efforts on
several kinds of production and operational activities to reach the target for energy saving and carbon
reduction as well as to reduce the environmental and economic impacts on greenhouse gas emissions.
Through cooperation with all units in our company, we hope to achieve the reduction target. We
shall continuously pay attention to carbon reduction issues through continuous improvement.
In addition to the Greenhouse Gases Emissions, we issued our “Air Control Management Procedure
” to ensure air produced from production activities was discharged via processing equipment or
collected via windmill operation directly, which was in accordance with the current environmental
protection requirement for discharge so as to reduce the environmental pollution.
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Sustainable Design
As a professional DMS, Pegatron Group designs innovative and highend technology electronic products towards sustainability, through
the philosophy of economic, society and ecology. We focus on the
enhancement of product energy efficiency to respond to the issues of
global warming and limited natural resources. In order to reduce the
impact on the environment, we control the usage of hazardous chemicals
and use recyclable materials according to international environmental
protection requirements and customers’ requests. To assess the life
cycle stages in which safety and health impacts of products for staffs
and users, we have conducted regular internal and external audits of
QC080000 each year to ensure the implementation and progress of our
continuous improvement. Pegatron Group had no case of noncompliance with regulations concerning about the health and safety
impacts of products and services in 2014.

Energy Efficiency of Products
One focus of our research and development of electronic products is
to save energy. From the beginning of product development, we consider
the energy related requirements of different nations in the design
phase. In order to enhance power consumption efficiency, we not
only meet current requirements of energy use, but also anticipate
customers’ needs and set targets according to the requirement of
new version of Energy Star.
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In October 2011, to ensure electronic products manufactured by
Pegatron Group could meet the requirements, we built the energy
consumption laboratories in our headquarters in compliance with
the SMTL (Supervised Manufacturers Testing Laboratory) program,
and certified by UL (Underwriters Laboratories Inc.) which was validated by
the US EPA.

Hazardous Chemicals Management
Pegatron Group has extensive experience in product design integrated with production. In addition to
green supply chain reinforcement, we also provide customers with creative energy-saving, low-toxin
product design concepts to facilitate the introduction of green products. We meet and implement
customers’ green and legal requirements and regulations at the design and material selection stage.
Listed materials that have serious environment impacts include: Pb, Cd, Hg, Cr6+, PBB and PBDE are
controlled and managed stringently. In response to updates and new regulations, RoHS 2.0 directive and
the relevant harmonized standard EN 50581 was implemented in 2013. Furthermore, we have phased in
halogen-free products since 2009, and introduced the low halogen system, such as Br, Cl in our restricted
list in 2012 to align with customers. The current international environment protection laws and regulations
are followed, such as REACH, to ensure producing green products, and continue to demonstrate Pegatron
Group’s corporate social responsibility.
In order to meet the international environment regulations and customers’ requirements mentioned
already, Pegatron Group created PureGMS HSF/ Technical Standard and PureGMS Low Halogen and
Halogen-Free Technical Standard. We tailor customers’ environmental specifications upon requests.
Parts and products provided by vendors are required to meet Pegatron Group standards or our customers’
requirements. In addition to the six hazardous chemical substances restricted by RoHS directive and
other controlled substances required by law, there is further control of more than 50 chemical substances
on ozone depletion substances and radioactive materials. Also, we have defined hazardous substances
restrictions on the use of batteries and packaging materials. In 2009, the EU REACH covering dangerous
Substances of Very High Concern (SVHC) was included in the "PureGMS HSF technical standard."

Product Safety Regulation Management
To ensure the life and property safety of users, many countries have set safety and electromagnetic
compatibility specifications and testing standards for a variety of products. To protect the rights of
customers and consumers , Pegatron Group established an internal certification process according to
the national standards and statutory requirements. Through standardized process, our RD conducts an
overall assessment and testing for products and related regulations, through product safety and electrical
compatibility testing and certification application. In addition, we also follow the related safety and EMC
specifications and requirements at the manufacturing stage. Pegatron Group had no violation case or
penalty by governments because of product safety related issues in 2014.
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Environmental Protection
Sustainable environment is a long-term goal of the Pegatron Group.
For products, green and environmental friendly concepts are merged
into the product design. For daily operations, we comply with
international and local regulations to reduce the impacts on the
environment. This philosophy is disclosed in our PureCSR policy and
implemented in our daily environmental management. Beyond this,
the natural ecology is taken into consideration when building the
landscape of each manufacturing site.

Waste generation analysis in Pegatron Group from 2009 to 2014
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Waste
The challenge of waste handling is one of the major environmental
aspects in Pegatron Group. As a professional DMS company, internal
procedures are followed to control waste produced at each stage.
We have compiled statistics on waste management in headquarters
as well as main manufacturing sites. Almost all wastes are treated
through recycling ways. However, for domestic wastes, since we have
screened almost all recyclable wastes, the major treatment methods
for domestic wastes are landfill and burning. We will devote ourselves
to enhance the proportion of recycling treatment and to set up it as
one of the corporate targets in the future.
The principle of waste management in Pegatron Group is to minimize
the importation of raw materials. In addition to source reduction,
we pay attention to recycling package materials to improve the reutilization rate. Furthermore, in each site a task for each waste
management unit is set to make an overall plan for daily operation
and waste statistics, and to help other units to implement waste
reduction and recycling.

12 %
85 %

Recycling waste

3%

Domestic waste
Hazardous wasts

To make sure all recyclable hazardous industrial wastes are processed in compliance to local regulations
and in an efficient manner, each site has to follow our internal procedures to make an overall plan of
waste tender process. We verify each waste disposal vendor’s qualification in a transparent, fair and
impartial manner. Through this process, we are able to select the lowest risky company to prevent any
environmental impact from improper disposal of wastes.All hazardous industrial wastes are disposed
of in compliance with local regulations.
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Water use analysis in Pegatron Group from 2009 to 2014

Water Resource

9.00

Water resource is not a significant environmental aspect for Pegatron Group.
However, water shortages caused by climate change and the large variation
of rainfall distribution is a global issue. Our principle for water resource
management adopts two measures. First, we devote ourselves to reduce
the use of water and improve internally on how wastewater is handing.
Secondly, we pay attention to promote water saving concept into the
supply chain. Pegatron Group engages in enhancement of the efficiency
of water resource useage and reduction of environmental impacts caused
by industrial development, to meet the international environmental
protection trends. We initiate green value and implement corporate social
responsibility through green actions for sustainable cycle and the concept
of coexistence for economic growth and environmental protection. For
reduction from source, we focus on the improvement of facilities and the
announcement of water resource treasuring in each site.
The water conservation was a part of resource utilization control program in
2014. Water recycle efficiency is our target. Water conservation performance
is periodically reviewed for continuous improvement. Currently, the main
source of water for the each sites is tap water. We actively promote water
conservation activities, and each site has developed and implemented control
measures for water conservation.
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【Water Resource Saving Procedures】
Office

Factory

•Publish posts and slogans to announce the •Introduce the condensed water recycling
importance of water conservation.
•Water saving trainings for employees
through activities.
•Install water saving devices in faucets to
reduce the amount of water use.
•Choose water and energy saving devices.
•Use induction faucets and induction
flushing devices for urinal bowls.
•Label in water use devices for the notice
channel of repair.
•Daily checking of water use and the
leakage investigation of water pool to
promptly improve abnormalities.

system for chillers and enhance the efficiency
of water curtain pumps.
•Optimization of water consumption in chillers.
•Individual water meters for each water use device.
•Water run-off warning devices for water pools
and water tanks to prevent irregular water
drainage for a long time.
•Setup process of irrigation.
•Reduce the cost of wastewater treatment
and examination.
•The engineering project of recycled water.
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Water resource management and water pollution prevention should start from water saving.
All manufacturing sites of Pegatron Group have set up and implemented several control procedures for water
saving and exploring ways of water recycling in every kind of water using facility.
The major wastewater of Pegatron Group in each manufacturing site is domestic wastewater. In order to
ensure the water quality reaches and exceeds the discharging water standard of environmental protection,
we issued the “Water Control Management Procedure “to ensure the wastewater quality complies with local
regulations.
Wastewater generation analysis in Pegatron Group from 2009 to 2014

Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management

7.87

5,000,000
4,500,000
4,000,000
3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000

6.50

6.48

5.69

4.54
3,890,286
3,063,137

2009

3,450,209
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Wastewater generation(cubic meters)
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2011

2012

4.54
4,312,292
2013

4.46
4,551,575
2014
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Wastewater generation per million TWD in revenue(cubic meters/million TWD)
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There is a dedicated wastewater analysis laboratory to monitor water
quality of wastewater. The instruments for checking water quality are
calibrated periodically to make ensure the accuracy of monitoring. We
improved the wastewater treatment system to ensure water quality by :
1. Improving the older facilities to enhance the treatment effect.
2. Adding particular facilities to reduce the loading of treatment
system in response to the increasing number of staffs.

To promote teamwork among colleagues and aid in personal rejuvenation, Pegatron Group held planting
activities in 2014 giving colleagues to have fun at planting on the roof. In addition to the benefit of greenery,
the process of planting also increases environmental awareness. We regularly invite experts to teach
colleagues about planting techniques. The number of applicants in 2014 was 613, but due to the limited
cultivation area, the actual number of participants was 357.

Landscaping
Whether it is operation centers, RD office or manufacture-oriented sites,
we design the landscapes according to the local environmental
assessment and our PureCSR commitment and expect to avoid any
significant impact on local ecosystem to preserve the natural sources.

Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment

Manufacturing Center (TY)

Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Our Manufacturing Center has an annual plan for landscaping improvement, including trimming,
strengthening and maturing of plants. We have planted hundreds of Star Cluster and Golden Dewdrop,
and around 220 of Sikayotaizan Rhododendron, Scandent Scheffera Taiwan Cherry, Common Jasmine
Orange and Orc Hid Tree. Although the total area of Manufacturing Center is relatively small, we tried to
enlarge the green area up to 1,800 m2.
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Pegatron Headquarters (HQ) :
To address concerns for the conservation of biodiversity in Headquarters,
we introduced a biodiversity concept and also considered animal migrations.
In addition to keeping native tree species, we shortened the construction
period as much as possible to lower any possible impact on surroundings.
Also, we replanted the native trees after the completion of construction
and took native species and regional characteristics into considerations
when performing new planting. So far, the green area of headquarters
is about 3,000 m2, covering 25% of the total area.

Pegatron East China Operation Center (PSH):
The major aspect of landscaping in PSH is the variation of natural plants. We take vertical structure scenery
and climate difference into consideration, and follow the principle of native-born species and adaptability
to build up the complex gradational atmosphere of solar terms. At present, the green area is about
126,434 m2, and the number of vegetation is up to 141.
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Pegatron West China Operation Center (PCQ) :
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Landscaping can improve life quality and beautify the scenery of our environment. In PCQ, we adopt the
integration of point, line and surface to design our landscaping. The total green area we designed is up to
186,676 m2, covering 27.51% of total area. At present, we have expanded the green areas to 16,000 m2,
covering 20% of total area to build a comfortable working environment.
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Pegatron Central China Operation Center (PSZ):
The green area in PSZ is about 190,000 m2, covering 25% of the total area.
We introduced resource saving and environment-friendly concepts in
outdoor landscape design. We chose drought , diseases and pest resistant
species including Camphortree, Deodar Cedar, Sweet Olive, Zelkova
Serrata, Glossy Privet, Photinia Serrulata, China Loropetaland and Manila
Grass lawn. This allowed us to save water use and reduce the pesticide
application impact on the environment. In addition, we transplanted
trees from our own garden to reduce the cost and avoid the destruction
in other area due to transplantation of big trees. We keep maintaining
landscaping to make the reasonable green scene, and we also have an
ecological artificial lake and a modern football field to improve the scenery
variety in our industrial park. For the indoor green decoration, we arranged
around 55 indoor plants and 5,000 plant pots in facilities and offices to
improve the surroundings and indoor air quality. The survival rate of indoor
plant pots is up to 90% because of our improving gardening skills.
The species of indoor plants are including Devil's Ivy, Pothos, Malabar chestnut,
Lucky Bamboo, Rohdea Japonica, Tufted Bracketplant and English Ivy.

Pegatron Mexico Manufacturing Site (PMX):
The green area of PMX is about 6,127 m2, covering 30% of the total area.

Pegatron Czech Manufacturing Site (PCZ) :
The green area of PCZ is about 14,173 m2, which is 20% of total area. Administration division has regular
yearly activities for landscaping improvement, including trimming, strengthening and manicuring of plants.

Joyful Working

happy
employee

To develop the philosophy of “Priest” and “Parents”, and to respect
the characteristics of each employee.
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Pegatron Group’s philosophy is based on a work-life balance of "Joyful
Working; Happy Living". We encourage our employees to confront work
duties with a positive attitude and to increase their potential by welcoming
challenges, working above and beyond expectations and by constantly
improving themselves, while working within a team environment.When all
team members work together to achieve excellence, all employees can enjoy
a “Happy Life”, which is Pegatron Group’s ultimate goal.

Employee Labor Rights

Region

Gender

Employee type

Subtotal

Male

Female

IDL

DL

Taiwan

4,632

2,150

6,294

488

6,782

China

94,122

40,104

21,452

112,774

134,226

Czech

444

424

105

763

868

Mexico

286

94

213

167

380

Total

99,484

42,772

28,064

114,192

142,256
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To promote the protection of human rights and prevent human rights
violations, Pegatron Group is in compliance with the Labor Standard Law
and the internationally recognized Basic Labor Rights to protect employees’
lawful rights and interests. Moreover, we also develop the policies and
procedures to protect the Basic Human Rights of employees.

Employee Profile
At the end of 2014, Pegatron employed 142,256 full-time employees of
which 99,484 were male and 42,772 were female. Twenty one percent of
all managerial positions were filled by women. Pegatron enforces equal
rights opportunities and anti-discrimination of candidates’ race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, and/or disability. When recruiting new employees,
our primary consideration is the candidate’s skill set and the candidate’s
ability to perform the job duty required. Our recruitment policy is specified
clearly to assure the fairness of recruitment, employment, development,
and performance assessment and rewards for both applicants and
employees. Nearly 95% of employees have been covered by collective
negotiation agreements. We not only take into account the interests of
both sides but also protect the rights of employees through an open
and equitable consultative approach.

As a global company, we not only attach importance to the global markets, but also care about local
development. All of our global employees, who exhibit competence in their position, have the same
promotional opportunities. Above 14 % of our managers were local people in 2014. In addition, we
encourage diversity in our recruitment and hiring practices.

Basic Labor Rights
【The Avoidance of Forced Labor】
Pegatron Group has signed the labor contracts which include no forced labor with employees and
established a hiring relationship based on mutual consent. We are not only against illegal human
trafficking and slavery but also have control measures in place to avoid forced labor and compulsory labor.

【Freely Chosen Employment】
Pegatron Group complies with Electronic Industry Code of Conduct (EICC) to have no unreasonable
restriction and allow labor to move freely in and out of the workplace. Employees have the right to leave
or terminate the employment relationship at will.

【The Abolition of Child Labor】
Pegatron Group has established a process which complies with local requirements as well as the requirement
of the Electronic Industry Code of Conduct (EICC) regarding Child Labor Laws, and outlines age requirements
in our hiring process. We have developed systems and control measures to strictly monitor and prohibit
child labor.
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【The Elimination of Discrimination in the Workplace】
Pegatron Group’s employment practice emphasizes on the selection of the
proper candidate for the position based on the skill set and experience of the
candidate and does not discriminate due to race, color, religion, sex,national
origin or disability. Competitive salaries are established by market based on
relevant compensation regulations. Salaries and rewards are determined
based on education, expertise, years of experience, professional market value
and the performance of individual. The average salary ratio between male
and female of HQ staffs in 2014 was listed in the following table:

Corporate governance

Job Title

Female

Male

Code of Conduct

Operator

1

0.93

Assistant Engineer / Assistant Administrator

1

1.02

Engineer / Administrator

1

1.05

Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Senior Engineer/ Senior Administrator

1

1.04

Sustainable Supply Chain

Deputy section chief / Commissioner

1

1.05

Section Chief - Managerial

1

1.08

Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

Partnership
Participation & Commitment

Sustainable Environment
Low Carbon & Energy

Attracting and Nurturing Talent
Employees are our most valuable assets. Cooperation between employees and the company is the solid
basis for future development. We believe “where there are excellent talents, there will be an excellent
company”. Therefore, we work at developing our employees to further their knowledge, with
encouragement and respect. A diverse company culture is created, as well as a high performance and
happy life atmosphere.
Pegatron Group provides a competitive package of compensation and comprehensive benefits to meet
employees’ basic needs. Through a complete training program and individual development plan, we assist
employees in enhancing their professional competencies. Employee development is a driving force behind
the company’s growth. We also provide a variety of work & life balance programs to enhance employees’
health, both physically and mentally so that our employees may lead a vital life.

Employee Retention and Recruitment
We value our employees and provide a safe and comfortable work environment along with extensive
training courses and career development.
Pegatron Group works on employee retention by providing career development opportunities, work-life
balance and by enhancing our leaders’ management abilities. Our action is the same as our business concept “
Happy Working, Joyful Living”.

GHG Management
Sustainable Design
Environmental Protection

Joyful Working

All changes to terms of employment have been duly notified as required
by law in Pegatron Group and the information also have been provided
through EIP websites, emails, TVs/bulletins.

We value the contributions of our diverse employees and keep attracting global talents to join us by providing
a good working environment and development opportunities. We are also in cooperation with academic
and summer internship programs to recruit good talents. Besides, we provide employment opportunities
for local labors and disabilities to attract diverse talents and take corporate social responsibility.

Pegatron Group prohibits sexual harassment, violence and discrimination
in the workplace. In addition to the clear rules and policies (e.g. Work rules,
Workplace for Prevention, Correction, Complaint and Enforcement of
Sexual Harassment Procedure), we also set up e-mail mailboxes and
hotlines which employees may use to report sexual harassment. There
are strictly confidential rules in place to protect the complainant's identity.
Pegatron will not retaliate against any employee voicing a complaint.

Pegatron Group provides professional HR trainings including testing tools as well as a series of interviewing
techniques for supervisors to ensure fairness and equality of recruitment as well as the quality of talent.
In addition to professionalism, candidate’s ability, value, contributions and ability to blend in with company
culture are also important indicators. We have the principles in place for selecting the best talent for the tasks
at hand so employees can fully demonstrate their talent in the workplace.
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Pegatron Group Employment and Turnover rate in 2014:
Region
HQ
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TY

Gender

Employment Rate

Turnover Rate

Female

21.80%

16.10%

Male

24.50%

17.00%

Female

55.10%

31.50%

Male

42.90%

38.60%

Employment Rate= (total number of employment in 2014)/(total number at beginning of the year +total
number at end of the year)/2)
Turnover Rate= (total number of turnover in 2014)/(( total number at beginning of the year +total number
at end of the year)/2)
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【Pegetron Navigate the future】
Professional Training

All employees (with the exception of operators and new employees is
less than 3 months) have two performance appraisals per year and receive
performance assessment and feedback.The participation rate of performance
appraisals in 2014 was over 95%. Annual employee development plans
are set according to assessment results .While assisting employee growth
and development through performance management, the principle for
employee retention of Pegatron Group is to respect, cultivate and value
our employees. We provide complete training programs and job rotation
plans according to employees’ IDP analysis results combined with their
own career goals. In addition, we have personal development projects for
employees to help them to find their potential abilities and perform well.

Competency Training

•Special skills training

•New employee Orientation

•Department/Cross
department professional
training

•New manager orientation

•External Training

Privacy and Information Security
Public Communication

factors in corporate competition, we emphasize on talent nurturing to encourage our employees to
achieve a more excellent performance. We continuously invest resources in nurturing talent and
educational training for employees to enhance their core and professional abilities. An environment is
built for all employees to develop their specialties and skills, and help them to achieve job satisfactions
while working. We hope all employees can balance their life and work and have happiness.

•Oversea Training
(ex.Conference,exhibition,
courses,etc.)

Improve professional
knowledge and skills
through training courses
or exercise planned by
supervisors or Learning
& Development.

•Management training
•Core competency training
•Talent Development
Program

Self-Development
•Business English online program
•Culture and arts lectures
•Associations
•Pega-e library

On-Job Training
•Job-rotation
•Job shadowing
•Project drill
•Mentor
•Deputy program

•General and management
lectures
With systematical learning
map,employees can
prepare for future career,
develop and stimulate
their management talent
and potential.

Encourage proactive and
autonomous learning
development.

Individual development
plan with supervisors'
assistance will help
employees improveand
enhance their work skills.

Training and Career Development
【Emphasis on Nurturing Talent】
To support the management philosophy of Pegatron Group, which is
“Happy Working, Joyful Living”, we expect all employees to work
pragmatically and positively, and to inspire the potential of each other by
working through various challenges. Since “talent” is one of the determining

【Promotion of IDP】
In order to meet the strategy of talent nurturing and build up a learning environment, Pegatron Group
have introduced “Individual Development Plan (IDP)” to help all employees to set their self-development
plans according to corporate and personal targets, and to implement the plan to become mature in their
occupational fields. Through IDP, supervisors can support corresponding resources and assist them with
professional/ work skills according to the employees’ needs. Employees can develop independently with
their own targets through multidimensional learning activities.
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Male

73

General Employee

77

Director

63

Employee Communication and Care

【Various and Plentiful Resources of Learning and Development】
Pegatron Group emphasizes on the trainings and developments of
employees. Employees can access their own resources through various
learning paths, including new employee trainings, core competition
trainings, management trainings, professional trainings, new supervisor
trainings, internal teacher trainings, lecture courses and external trainings.
Pegatron Group held more than 500 classes, with approximately 108,000
training hours, and 18,000 participants in 2014. The average training hours
are 17.8 per colleague. The total training fee is approximately NT$ 8,700,000
in 2014. In addition, we offered around 300 online courses in our e-learning
system for our employees without the limitation of time and location.

2014 Annual training program outcomes of HQ staff：
Average hours
of training

Average frequency
of participation

16

10.3

18.5

10.7

Frontline Director

27.2

10.9

Leasing Director

12.3

4.4

Business Director

12.1

2

General Employees

17.5

12.2

Category
Female
Gender

Labor Right Promotion
Employee Communication and Care

74

Remark1: Director including Frontline Director, Leasing Director and Business Director

Joyful Working
Attacting and Nuturing Talent

Female

There are almost 1,200 books in our “Pegatron eLibrary” for employees to read. In addition to course
resources, we have set many procedures to provide multiple learnings and practical application opportunities
to improve e abilities, including mentors for new employees as well as job rotations and project assignments.

Position

Male

Our employees are encouraged to provide their suggestions and opinions through various channels that
have been set up for them. We believe the company culture and work atmosphere can be improved by
hearing the voices of our employees. In addition to setting up communication channels, we emphasize on
the health care and occupational safety of our employees. Pegatron Group considers our staffs to be a very
important asset. In order for employees to have productive contributors, Pegatron Group pays attention to
the work-life balance of our employees. We provide timely care and help for employees, while enhancing
our company’s productivity as well as reducing employees’ turnover rate.

Communication Channels
Pegatron Group has set up multiple communication channels including employees’ suggestion box
( i-PEGA BOX), employee hotline, departmental service hotlines, and EAP (Employee Assistant Programs).
There is also a counseling hotline, a health hotline, and a grievance mechanism in place in our sites, to
effectively help to solve employees’ problems. Employees can choose different channels depending on
their needs. In 2014, we received 156 opinions from i-PEGA BOX. All opinions were resolved and replied to
within the required time limit. In addition, East China Operation Center received 12 formal employee
opinions in 2014 and all opinions had been closed. Central China Operation Center received an average
of about 10 ~ 20 opinions per day from employees. We respond timely to improve employee’ satisfactions
and it has become a channel for employees to obtain information.
Environmental Facilities 23%
MIS 6%
Others 6%
Occupational Safety 6%
Welfare Committee 6%
Cleanness 8%
Meals 11%
ADM General Affair 13%
Human Resource 21%
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In order to provide our employees with a better understanding of the
company’s operating status and directions, our CEO, Jason Cheng, holds
face-to-face CEO Coffee Talk meetings regularly every year. This helps our
employees to have a more in-depth understanding of the company’s
decision making processes. We held four Coffee Talk meetings in 2014
and received 92 feedbacks. Each meeting received a broad response.
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To meet local regulation requirements is the basic requirement for us and we built suitable health promotion
projects for different needs. In addition, for occupational safety and health issues, we have implemented
several management procedures and operation controls to reduce the work-related incidents. We also wrote
the preparedness and response plans for different risk levels and scenarios to strengthen the safety and
health in work environment.
The causes of occupational hazards could be attributed to the lack of evaluation and control of situations
and behaviors. To prevent occupational hazards and protect employees’ safety & health, we have set
dedicated units to conduct the overall planning to address environmental and safety & health matters. We
conformed to the local occupational safety & health requirements and identified the potential risks as well
as ask all employees to comply with occupational safety & health standard operating procedures. Also, we
have implemented safety & health education and trainings to practice self-checks for operations and
maintenance of facilities.

Risk Management

Participation & Commitment

Occupational Health & Safety

Employee benefits are discussed in our employee welfare committee
meetings held quarterly. The employee representatives are responsible for
expressing opinions of our employees to communicate with the company.

Employee Care
Pegatron Group has implemented many mental health programs in each
manufacturing site to provide calm and relaxing channels for employees. We
also set up special psychological consultation rooms to assist employees to
solve the difficulties they are facing.
We offer many types of assistance care activities for our employees,
including consultation hotlines, counseling rooms, suggestion boxes and
regular interviews. Pegatron Group also combines social workers and
psychologists in a special cooperation model to provide psychological
counseling EAP (Employee Assistance Programs) service. We select a suitable
teacher and provide psychological consultation services based on employee
issues and help employees to solve their psychological problems.

Occupational Safety and Health Management
Pegatron Group pays attention to the risk assessment and management of our overall operation. We
periodically perform CSR related risk identifications, evaluations, controls and reviews. We have defined the
standards of procurement management and management of change (MOC) in our PureCSR management
procedures. In addition, each site obeys to its local authority’s requirements to perform work environmental
monitoring and occupational exposure assessments to ensure all employees, occupational safety and health
as well as the quality of work environment. For the communication of risks, in addition to PureCSR Steering
Committee Meetings, Review Meetings and the employee suggestion boxes, we have put risk identification,
risk management and risk perception as important items in our trainings and regular promotion.
Headquarters in Taipei is regarded as the information center to our global E&SH organization and integrated
information and reports worldwide. Each site has set up yearly E&SH objectives & targets and various types of
management procedures. The PureCSR Steering Committee Meetings and Review Meetings are regularly
convened with employee representatives to communicate and consult on internal PureCSR and E&SH
performance. Each site not only conform to the local requirements, but also work out in conformity with
international trends, customers’ requirements and PureCSR policy towards continuous improvement.
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Health Promotion
Because employees are the most important asset in our company, we
pay more and more attention to their health cares. We allocate certain
amount of turnover as health care funds to maintain and promote
employees’ work and life quality through a multiple integration project
for work and life balance, including health management, health promotion,
occupational health, and employee assistance programs.
Each manufacturing site has set up site infirmary to provide outpatient
services by professional physicians. Also, several medical checks are
conducted as regulated. The results of the medical checkups are classified
into different levels for follow-up actions, which are regulated by the local
authorities. We have promote many health related activities, including weight
management, stair climbing activity, ergonomic programs, relaxation massage,
vaccine injection and health lecture courses.
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For hardware facilities, we set up health care rooms with professional
doctors. According to the health care system, employees can hold health
insurance cards to see doctors. We also set up the comfort and warmth
feeding room for female employees in the workplace to feed the breast
milk and encourage breastfeeding. Pegatron Group acquired from Taipei
City Government 2014 Certification for Excellent Breastfeeding Room.
We also have massage rooms to provide staffs relief from stress. A health
website is built as a platform to promote health activities and e- services
to provide employees related online information as well.

【2014 Health Promoton Activity in HQ】
Activity

Abstract and Outcomes

Women cancer prevention activity - Pap smear

165 participants; satisfaction score of 4.5

New trend of cancer prevention human papilloma virus

90 participants in two lectures; satisfaction score of 4.5

HPV vaccines Injection

35 participants (Three-Injection) ; satisfaction score of 4.6

Maternal care Interview

Arrange 13 pregnancy women and 1 lactating woman in maternal
care interviews; satisfaction score of 4.5

i-ladder Love stairs

Average number of participants per month reached more than 600 people

Healthy eating and exercise more Healthy Weight Management Series

286 weight control measure participants with total 339 kg weight loss;
143 weight control program participants with satisfaction score of 4.4

Smoking cessation activity

4 people quitted smoking from 11 participants

Influenza vaccination Injection

219 participants; satisfaction score of 4.6

Remark : Satisfaction Survey based on a 1-to-5 scale

【2014 Health Promotion Lecture in HQ】
Topic
Employee Life Services

Index
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Stressful Aspects of Work
Make A Happy Deal

Women's Cancer
Prevention

New Trend in Guardian Health and Cancer / Prevention (quadrivalent vaccine)

Medical lecture

How to Choose Self-paid Health Examination

Cardiovascular

Lower Blood Pressure, Higher Health

Smoking Cessation

Smoking is Bad for Your Health

New Trend in Guardian Health and Cancer Prevention (bivalent vaccine)

Aerobic Exercise

Benefit
Social Benefit

Title

Slimming and Health

Eat Healthy
Walking for Health
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【2014 Health Promotion Activities in the factory】
Site

Health Promotion Activities

PSZ

Occupational Health Checkup
Advanced Health Checkup for Supervisors
Specialist Lecture Course for Health Promotion
Health Checkup for Student Labors
First- aid Training
Health Month Activity
AIDS Prevention Activity
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PCQ

Regular Occupational Health Checkup for Employees
Periodical Inspections for Drinking Water
Periodical Inspections for Meal Samples
Lecture Course for Women
2014 Spring and I have a date Activity
Mental Health Consultation Service
Lecture Course for Pregnant Women
Lecture Course for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention

PCZ

Regular Preventive Health Checkup for All Employees
Providing Packages of Vitamins
Blood Donations
First- aid Training
Smoking Cessation Activity
Nutritionally Adequate Food Recommendation

PMX

Promote Posters for health care : Otitis, Cholecystitis,
Gastritis, Intestinal Parasitosis, Dehydration
Early detection of dehydration and diabetes program
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High blood pressure , high blood sugar and high cholesterol Prevention
Hypertension Prevention
Tuberculosis Prevention
Opening of lactation rooms
Rubella Prevention
Prevention and First- aid Training for heat stroke
Intestinal Infectious Disease Prevention
Lecture Course for Women
Influenza vaccination
Health Promotion Awareness Month

Response and Preparedness
Sustainable development is the main target of business operations in Pegatron Group. In response to the
impact on our company by climate change, we have implemented corresponding emergency response
procedures in each manufacturing site. We have reduced potential damages and impacts by setting up
a response mechanism, and planning as well as periodic trainings and drills.
Pegatron Group has issued preparedness and response procedure and established the emergency
notification mechanism in each site to reduce the risks of fire, typhoon, earthquake, chemical leakage,
liquid or gaseous substances leakage and emerging infectious disease. We improve the ability of our
response teams and enhance the awareness of all employees through periodical trainings and education.
We established the epidemic prevention group and developed the infectious diseases reporting
mechanism to monitor the epidemic condition, integrate the goods and materials and adjust the control
procedures based on the levels of epidemic conditions. Once the emerging infectious disease occurs, the
reporting mechanism can reduce the chance of infection and prevent the negative impacts on operations.

Public Welfare

welfare

Contribute within 0.5% of net income every year toward charity.
Work with local communities to develop appropriate public service activities
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Employee Benefit
“Joyful Working; Happy Living” is Pegatron Group’s philosophy to
employees. Pegatron Group endeavors to show our cares to all employees.
Bonuses are given for the 3 major holidays in Taiwan. The Year-End party,
community activities, team sports, family days, Arts and culture activities
are also being held for all employees. We hope our employees can focus
more on family during spare time.

A more favorable consumer channel is provided to colleagues, and our special shops cover 11 types of
dining, sports, learning, leisure, arts, home, education etc. In 2014, we had an additional 145 cooperated
vendors allowing colleagues to have special promotions when consuming.

Social Benefit

Pegatron Group provides different benefits for options such as travel,
medical care, recreation and benefits for marriage, maternity etc. Furthermore,
the group also give allowances for activities such as marriages, funerals,
associated groups and scholarships. To provide the most attentive
services to employees at all times, benefits for overseas employees follow
local regulations.

Pegatron Group often supports and participates in various CSR activities to reach our PureCSR policy from
the beginning. We have fully implemented CSR and E&SH responsibility from the inside out to understand
the true needs from different parties and positively encouraged all employees around the world to follow.
For the planning of activities, community participations and empathy actions, we start internally and
promote to neighboring communities, then extend to where it is most needed.

We provide an integrated welfare system and treat all employees equally
on all sites. Welfare divided to benefits, incentives, gifts, events and other
projects are expected to express our group’s willing of “Joyful Working; Happy
Living ". Some welfare might be different according to different workplaces,
but all welfare programs are in comply with or better than the requirements
of regulations. HQ employees are entitled to have Unpaid Parental Leave for
Raising Children and the Retirement Program.

ADOC 2.0 program initiated by private company is committed to promoting social welfare. When Stan
Shih attended the APEC leaders' meeting in 2007, ADOC 2.0 program was proposed which assists APEC
members economies work together with Taiwan to effectively reduce the digital divide and create digital
opportunities. They also asked the private sectors and the non-profit organizations to join in. Our
chairman Tung Tzu-Hsien have become its convener since 2014. In addition to the technology industry
as main public service unit, they continue to expand the influence to include arts, cultural and creative
ideas and introduced more power from arts as well as had more charities with cultural elements.

GHG Management

Pegatron Group participated in the donation campaign organized by KPMG Taiwan in 2014. The company
donated a total of 30 used notebooks to Yilan County, Pingtung County and Taitung County Digital
Opportunity Centers respectively. In the future, we hope to continually respond and promote the partial
rural digital divide plan. We aim not only for providing the physical resources, but also creating the
opportunity to transfer knowledge and skills for rural bias.
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Pegatron Group have held the “Super Basketball League” since 2014. It not
only enhances the sporting habit but also makes the team spirit stronger.
Furthermore, it also promotes colleague friendships and improves work
efficiency. We built a public website for the tournament schedule and team
member introduction. The activity has received praise from colleagues and
planned for being an annual event.
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To present our contributions to the community, Pegatron Group actively
have participated in public events and sponsored many kinds of
organizations. In addition to the commitment to care about disadvantaged
groups and environmental issues in recent years, we invested more in cultural
development, cultural events, sports events and other issues. With contributions
to the community, we fulfill our corporate social responsibility commitment.
Our sponsored charities in 2014 were as bellows:

Award List

Sports
Events

•We sponsored Rui-sui junior high School Baseball Team to reduce rural tribal bias for more resources
and assistance them to concentrate on school prize.
•We sponsored C33 Football League to assist aboriginal school on football training and regularly organize
youth football tournaments. We also provided assistance for specific players in their lives.
•We sponsored Taiwan Evergreen Professional Golf Association to promote the Evergreen professional
golf forward the evergreen community.
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Care for
disadvantaged
groups

Pegatron Headquarters (HQ)：

•We donated a bus to Hualien Bethesda Reform School.
•We sponsored program ADOC 2.0 and continue to promote
domestic and foreign charities.

3. We sponsored the dinner for impoverished students in the adjacent schools. The meals were prepared by our food suppliers
in cafeteria and supervised by a professional dietician to ensure the nutrition, balance and hygiene of the meals.

Culture
Nurture

•We sponsored Parenting TV’s campaign “Flip education’ ’to
encourage new generation on teaching creative ideas that can
communicate with each other and create educational creativity
with teachers and students.
•We sponsored Eslite Foundation for Culture and Art’s program
“Reading Sharing”, we purchased books for the foundation to
promote reading as a core mission and contribute cultural
resources to the community.

Cultural
events

•We sponsored First Girls music instrument band on performances
and competitions abroad.
•We sponsored Foundation of Music of Taiwanese Indigenous People
to be able to safeguard, preserve and promote Taiwan aboriginal
music culture.
•We sponsored “Beautiful Taiwan Heart “plan led by U Theatre and
Young Drummers to extend the social care through performances.
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In addition, all our major manufacturing sites also invest long-term local public welfare activities to make contributions to
local societies.

•We sponsored Public Television “seen better Taiwan" plan and
expect it has more resources to make groundbreaking and
future- value programs.
•We sponsored Public Television’s international documentary “mad
bee " to analyze the impacts of pesticides on environment, human
beings with survival issues faced by bees.

•We sponsored Taipei Spring Watercolor Art to host the seventh
Huayang award activities, to promote watercolor art and international
cultural exchanges.

1. We hired people with intellectual disability to work in the bakery shop over a long period of time.
2. We invited children from Chia-Yi Christian Hospital and Eden Foundation and their parents to join our anniversary family
day and feel the warming atmosphere.

4. Donations of waste electronic products.
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Manufacturing Center (TY)：
1. Material donations: we collected 146 sets of daily necessities and household appliances,
and donated 700 kg of clothes to a local charitable foundation.

Financial Performance

2. Receipt donations: we collected 600 uniform invoices without prize-checking to local
charitable foundation.

Investment Strategy

3. We hold 422 World Earth Day Activity including donations of waste electronic products.

About Materials Management

Pegatron West China Operation Center (PCQ)：
We encouraged our employees to attend the Walking for Public Welfare in 2014, to promote environmental education and
achieve sustainable development.
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Pegatron Central China Operation Center (PSZ)：We held blood donation activities.

Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Pegatron East China Operation Center (PSH)：

Sustainable Supply Chain

We held blood donation activities.
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Pegatron Czech Manufacturing Site (PCZ)：
Project of student’s practical education: We cooperated with Technical University in our region.
Pegatron Mexico Manufacturing Site (PMX)：
We donated a fence to the local kindergarten, with the objective to separate an area from the parking lot to protect the
kindergarten student’s safety.
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General Standard Disclosures GRI

Financial Performance

Overview

Investment Strategy

Strategy and Analysis

Remark

External Assurance

The name of the organization

3,4
1

105~108
105~108

G4-4

The primary brands, products, and services.

7

105~108

G4-5

The location of the organization’s headquarters

1

105~108

G4-6

The number and names of countries where the organization operates

9

105~108

G4-7

The nature of ownership and legal form.

35

105~108

G4-8

The markets served

7

105~108

G4-9

The scale of the organization

8,9,71

105~108

G4-10

The total number of employees by employment

71

105~108

G4-11

type ,contract ,region and gender

71

105~108

G4-12

The organization’s supply chain

47,48

G4-13

Any significant changes during the reporting period regarding the organization’s size, structure, ownership,
or its supply chain

-

G4-14

Whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization

8,42,60

105~108

G4-15

Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the
organization subscribes or which it endorses.

49

105~108

Low Carbon & Energy

G4-16

Memberships of associations and national or international advocacy organizations in which the organization

41

105~108

GHG Management

G4-17

All entities included in the organization’s consolidated financial statements or equivalent documents and whether any
entity included in the organization’s consolidated financial statements or equivalent documents is not covered by the report

8

105~108

G4-18

The process for defining the report content and the Aspect Boundaries

23~26

105~108

G4-19

All the material aspects identified in the process for defining report content

24

105~108

G4-20

For each material Aspect, report the Aspect Boundary within the organization

25,26

105~108

G4-21

For each material Aspect, report the Aspect Boundary outside the organization

25,26

105~108

G4-22

The effect and the reasons of any restatements of information provided in previous reports

-

No restatements of information.

105~108

G4-23

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the Scope and Aspect Boundaries

-

No significant change

105~108
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Identified Material
Aspects and Boundaries

G4-1
G4-3

Page

Provide a statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization

105~108
Unihan Corp. was merged with Pegatron
Corp. on January 1, 2014, and with no
significant changes in the report boundary.

105~108
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Management
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Report Profile

Risk Management
Corporate governance
Code of Conduct

Page

Remark

External Assurance

G4-24

A list of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.

20

105~108

G4-25

The basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.

19,20

105~108

G4-26

The organization’s approach to stakeholder engagement

21,22

105~108

G4-27

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the organization has
responded to those key topics and concerns

21,22

105~108

G4-28

Reporting period

1

105~108

G4-29

Date of most recent previous report

1

105~108

G4-30

Reporting cycle

1

105~108

G4-31

The contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

1

105~108

G4-32

The ‘in accordance’ option the organization has chosen ,GRI Content Index for the chosen option and the reference to
the External Assurance Report

1,95~102,103~105

105~108

G4-33

The organization’s policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report

1,3,4

105~108

Privacy and Information Security

Governance

G4-34

The governance structure of the organization

19,31,32

105~108

Public Communication

Ethics and Integrity

G4-56

The organization’s values, principles, standards and norms of behavior

35,36

105~108

Partnership
Participation & Commitment
Customer Relationship &
Customer Satisfaction

Specific standard disclosures GRI

Economic Performance

Low Carbon & Energy
GHG Management

Remark

External Assurance

Economic

Sustainable Supply Chain

Sustainable Environment

Page

Market Presence

EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

8

105~108

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization’s activities due to climate change

27

105~108

EC3

Coverage of the organization’s defined benefit plan obligations

87,88

105~108

EC6

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage at significant locations of operation

72

105~108
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Specific standard disclosures GRI

Page

Remark

External Assurance

Environmental
Materials

EN3

Energy consumption within the organization

58

105~108

Water

EN8

Total water withdrawal by source

64

105~108

Biodiversity

EN12

Description of significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity in protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

65

105~108

Emissions

EN15

Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 1)

57,58

105~108

EN16

Energy indirect greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (scope 2)

57,58

105~108

EN18

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions intensity

57,58

105~108

EN19

Reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

57,58

105~108
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Management
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Risk Management
Corporate governance

EN23

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method

62

Compliance

EN29

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental
laws and regulations

61

There was no significant violation of
environmental laws and regulations
in 2014. (Significant violation is defined
as being fined for over 5 million NTD)

105~108

Environmental
Grievance Mechanisms

EN34

Number of grievances about environmental impacts filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms

30

There was no grievance about
environmental impacts through
formal mechanisms in 2014.

105~108

LA1

Total number and rates of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, gender and region

71

Currently we only disclose
employee hires and turnover by gender
in Taiwan. The data from other regions
(East China, Central China, West China,
Czech and Mexico) are unable to be
disclosed in 2014 report. It will be
disclosed in 2015 CSR Report.

105~108

LA2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees,
by significant locations of operation

87,88

The data related welfare in some
regions (East China, Central China,
West China , Czech and Mexico) are
unable to be disclosed in 2014 report.
It will be discloed in 2015 CSR Report.

105~108

LA9

Average hours of training per year per employee by gender, and by employee category

77

LA10
LA11

77
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of employees and
assist them in managing career endings
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews, by gender and by employee category 75,77

Equal Remuneration for
Women and Men

LA13

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category, by significant locations of operation

73

105~108

Supplier Assessment for
Labor Practices
Labor Practices
Grievance Mechanisms

LA15

Significant actual and potential negative impacts for labor practices in the supply chain and actions taken

48

105~108

LA16

Number of grievances about labor practices filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms

78
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105~108

105~108
105~108

Page

Remark

External Assurance

48,71

There was no violation of freedom of
association and collective negotiation
risks from operating activities and
suppliers. For suppliers, we only audited
for first 80 % of major suppliers.

105~108

Social / Human Rights
Freedom of Association
HR4
and Collective Bargaining

Number of grievances about labor practices filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms
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Social / Human Rights
Child Labor

HR5

Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child labor, and measures taken to contribute
to the effective abolition of child labor

72

105~108

Forced or Compulsory
Labor

HR6

Operations and suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor, and measures to
contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor

47~48,72

105~108

Supplier Human Rights
Assessment

HR11

Significant actual and potential negative human rights impacts in the supply chain and actions taken

48

105~108

Human Rights
Grievance Mechanisms

HR12

Number of grievances about human rights impacts filed, addressed, and resolved through formal grievance mechanisms

78

105~108

Local Communitie

SO2

Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities

29

105~108

Privacy and Information Security

Anti-corruption

SO5

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

36

105~108

Public Communication

Social / Society

There was a case of corruption
according to internal regulation for
punishment and prosecution.

Anti-competitive
Behavior

SO7

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly practices and their outcomes

36

There was no legal action for anticompetitive behavior, anti-trust, and
monopoly practices in 2014.

105~108

Compliance

SO8

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with laws and regulations

35,36

We did not announce the merging with
Unihan Corp. and submit it to the
authority in the period regulated by law.
It was a violation of Securities Exchange
Act which was fined of NT $ 240,000.
We have announced it in MOPS in 2014

105~108

Supplier Assessment
for Impacts on Society

SO10

Significant actual and potential negative impacts on society in the supply chain and actions taken

48

105~108

Customer Health and
Safety

PR2

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes concerning the health and safety impacts
of products and services during their life cycle, by type of outcomes

59

105~108

Product and Service
Labeling

PR5

Results of surveys measuring customer satisfaction

45

105~108

Customer Privacy

PR8

Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data

38

There was no substantiated complaint
regarding customer privacy in 2014.

105~108

Compliance

PR9

Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning the provision and use of products
and services

59

There was no incident of significant fines
for non-compliance with regulations
concerning the provision and use of
products and services.

105~108
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